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An Annotated Compilation and Appraisal of Electron Swarm Data in 
Electronegative Gases 

J. W. Gallagher, E. C. Beaty, J. DuHon,'" and L. C. Pitchfordt 

Joint Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics, National Bureau of Standards and University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado 80309 

Available data on the electron transport properties and electron swann coefficients are 
discussed for the following electronegative gases: SF6• CF4, C2F6• C;P8' C4FlO, CCI2P2, °2, air, H2Q,J,:~02' F2, NF3, Ch. Br2, 12, N2Q,.NO," HCI, NH3 • Graphical presentations 
comparing Uleasured aud l,;!lh;uh1lcu U!ll<t !llC givcll rUl" thc dcctWIl drift vdocity, the ratio 
of diffusion to mobility, the electron attachment and ionization coefficients, and the elec
tron growth constant as functions of E / N, the reduced field strength, for each gas. Graphs 
of the detachment and excitation coefficients are presented where these data are available. 
Data originally reported in terms of rate coefficients as functions of mean electro~ energy 
are graphically presented in that form. Recommendations concerning reliability are made. 

Key words: air; carbon dioxide; electron diffusion; electron drift velocity; electron swarm coeffi
cients; electron transport; electronegative gases; halogenated hydrocarbons; nitrogen oxides; nitro
gen trifluoride; oxygen; sulphur hexafluoride; water. 
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1. Introduction 
Electronegative gases, those which have the ability to 

attach free electrons and form stable negative ions, have nu
merous applications. These range from their use as insula
tion for the components of high voltage distribution systems, 
to their use as donors in excimer .lasers and scavengers in 
physical-chemical systems. Applications such as these re
quire a knowledge of the coefficients that represent the aver
age behavior of electron swarms in these gases in the pres
ence of an electric field. Such swarm data are useful both in 

*Present address: Department of Physics, University College of Swansea, 
Swimsea, Wales, U. K. 

the direct. prediction of the electric characteristics of these . 
gases and as a source of cross sections for electron-molecule 
collision processes. This article is an annotated compilation 
of data collected from the literature on spatia1 transport co
efficients and swarm parameters of the electronegative gas
es: SFG• the halogenated hydrocarbons, air, 0;£, H;£O, CO:.!, 
NH3, the halogens and NF3, the nitrogen oxides (N,P, NO, 
and N02l, the hydrogen halides, and S02' Methods by which 
the data were acquired are described and discussed. Graphi
cal presentations of the data are given for all cases. Recom
mendations concerning the reliability of the data are made. 
Although some of the swarm data for individual electrone
gative molecules have been collected previously, this is the 
first general compilation of swarm data for the whole group 
of gases. 
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In 1974, Dutton 1 wrote a review of electron swarm data 
in gases of general interest which included data available at 
the time on four weakly electronegative gases Oz, NO, CO2, 

air. For these four gases the presentation given below pri
marily represents an update of the discussions by Dutton, 
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110 GALLAGHER ET AL 

but some earlier data are included for comparison and to 
give.a complete picture. For the gases that were not covered 
by Dutton, we give as complete as possible a compilation of 
published swarm data. Also in 1974, Huxley and Crompton 
published their book. The Diffusion and Drift of Electrons in 
Gases.2 in which they gave a comprehensive description of 
the theory of electron drift and diffusion and its application 
to swarm experiments as well as a compilation of data for 
dectwn tcansport coeffidents in gases of general intecest 
including some of the electronegative gases: O2, CO2, air, 
H20. These two publications extend and update several ear
lier. books and articles-on the subject.J:-Io Christophorou's .. 
book3 contains a graphical compilation of data available pri
or to 1971 on drift velocities and diffusion-to-mobility ratios 
in most of the electronegative gases (with the exception SF 6) 
but contains no tabular listings of data. An extensive discus
sion of attachment rates and cross sections is also provided 
(Ref. 3, Chap. 6). 

Recently there has been nn increrising demnnd for very 
accurate transport data for use in many technologies. In
creased interest in electron swarm data in general is evi
denced by the introduction of the International Seminar on 
Swarm Experiments 11,12 as a satellite meeting to the Interna
tional Conference on the Physics of Electronic and Atomic 
Collisions. Several reports at the 1981 Seminar on Swarm 
Experiments emphasized the general advances in the theory 

-and-analysis-of-swarm-clata-and -the·impact-these-advances
have made on experimental design. The accuracy of the two
term method of solution ofthe Boltzmann equation, which is 
typically used in the analysis of swarm measurements, has 
been scrutinized and conditions where it is invalid have been 
identified. 13 In this connection two more general multiterm 
solution techniques have been developed. 13,14 Improvements 
in experimental methods include the application of signal 
averaging techniques to pulsed Townsend measurementslS 

add of optical scanning to steady state Townsend measure
ments, as. well as general advances in electronics. 

One in:1petus for the present compilation of swarm pa
rameters in electronegative gaqes stems from recent efforts to 
develop gaseous insulators and gaseous dielectrics with spe
cific properties. From a practical point of view, electronega
tive gases have tremendous potential as insulators in high
voltage transmission lines and can operate as high-voltage 
switches with the proper choice of component gases. Swarm 
parameters describe the electrical properties of these gases 
by quantifying the transport of electrons through the gases 
under equilibrium conditions. Swarm data are also needed to 
calculate sparking potentiili and predict electrical break~ 
down in gases. Interest in swarm data for insulating gases is 
apparent from papers given at several recent confer
ences12,16-20 as well as the book, Electrical Breakdown in 
Gases, edited by 1. M. Meek and 1. D. Craggs.21,22 Swarm 
data on the gases with highest dielectric strengths (SF 6' the 
perftuorocarbons, and CCI2F2) are included in this review, as 
are the more commonly used insulators and their electrone
gative constituents (air, 02> CO2 and H20). 

Swarm parameters in CO2 are also of interest because of 
the need for such data in modeling CO2 laser systems. Simi
larly, the role of halogens and NF .. in rare gas-halide lasers 
has stin:1ulated interest in swarm data on these highly reac-
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tive and experimentally difficult gases. Nygaard and co
worke-n:23 and Chant.ry24 have rec.ently reviewed these data. 

Nitrogen oxides play an important role in the ion chem
istry of the upper atmosphere, and consequently interest is 
high in electron swarm data for these molecules. Nitrous 
oxide is also used in laser systems and as an electron scaven
ger. Parkes2S reviewed some of the data relating to detach
ment from NO- and N20- as well as from oxygen ions. 

Most of the data we discuss below wen;: measured in, 01· 

calculated for, pure gases (with the exception of air). Swarm 
data for pure gases cannot always be used reliably to predict 
swarm parameters for-gas mixtures.26 Occac;ionally data re
ported were taken in mixtures in which the nonelectronega
tive component was used. to inhibit reactions masking the 
interactions of the swarm electrons with the electronegative 
gas. Swarm parameters as a function of mixture ratio have 
not been included, however, because of the overwhelming 
quantity of associated data. 

Section 2 gives definitions of the quantities measured 
and calculated and of the symbols used in the subsequent 

. discussion, as well as a brief discussion ofthe data handling 
procedures. Section 3 describes standard experimental tech
niques, Sec. 4 discusses swarm computations, and Sec. 5 dis
cusses and presents the dataseparately for each gas or logical 
group of gases (such as the halogens) in the following order: 
driftvelocity, diffusion coefficient, and ratio of diffusion co
efficient-to-mobility,and-electron-density-gain-and-loss-pro;;-
cesses. The absence from this report of data for a particular 
parameter and gas indicates either that no data or only data 
ofhigbly questionable value have been published for that gas 
or that the only available data were compiled by Dutton. 1 

Dutton 1 included an annotated bibliographic index to 
electron swarm data which was revised and updated in 1980 
and is available as Report #20 of the lILA Information 
Center.27 

2. Definitions and Method of Data Handling 
An eJI".ctrnn swarm is a clnud of e-le.ctrons of density·n in 

a gas of much higher number density, N, in a system the 
properties of which are dependent on the interactions of the 
individual electrons with the gas molecules (or atoms) rather 
than with each other or with the container walls. Electron 
swarms are typically studied in the presence of an electric 
field. The electric field increases the mean energy of the elec
trons while affecting the neutrals only through collisions 
with the higher energy electrons. The electron energy can 
therefore be substantially higher than that of the neutral gas, 
and electron collisions with the heavier gac; molecules lead to 
a large random component of electron motion. The electron 
motion is fully described by the "electron energy distribu
tion function" which is a fUnction of the neutral gas compo
sition and the energy ·gain per mean free path from the elec
tric field (see Huxley and Crompton, Ref. 2, Chapter 4). For 
an electric field of strength E, the latter quantity is propor
tionalto E IN, the "reduced field strength." For the data 
considered here, the gas temperature Tis relatively low (near 
300 K unless otherwise stated) and has little influence on the 
distribution function except when the electron mean energy 
approaches that of the surrounding gas, which occurs at very 
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low values of E IN. By definition, the electrons in the swarm 
are in equilibrium with the field. 

Much experimental effort has been devoted to obtain
ing equilibrium in the spatial or temporal range where the 
measurements are made. The swarm is then described by 
"hydrodynamic" transport parameters which are indepen
dent of position and time. Extension of these equilibrium 
concepts to nonuniform field and nonequilibrium situations 
is a topic of current research, but will not be treated in this 
arLidt:, amI tht: applk:atiull uf the data reponed here to such 
situations is not recommended. For example, in cases where 
swarm coefficients depend on N as well as E IN, caution 
~l1st exercised in-;ppiying thes:e-d~tato situations: where 
N deviates significantly from the conditions under which the 
measurements reported were performed. 

The steady-state properties of swarm studies are those 
relating to spatial transport, the rates of creation and de
struction of electrons, and the rates of energy transfer to the 
neutral gas. The parameters specifically included in this data 
review are discussed brtetly below. 

In an electric field the center of mass of the electron 
swarm acquires a velocity, termed the drift velocity W, in the 
direction opposite to the field (see Huxley and Crompton, 
Ref. 2, p. 70). The electron mobility p. is defined as the ratio 
of the drift velocity to the electric field strength and, for 
present purposes, mobility is considered to be an alternate 

_Wll)'-OLspecifymg-.drifLv.elocity. . . . _ . _____ _ 
Diffusion is the tendency of the swarm to spread as a 

result of its random motion in such a way as to make the 
density uniform and is characterized by a diffusion coeffi
cient D. When an electric field is present, the diffusion is not, 
in general, isotropic (see Huxley and Crompton, Ref. 2, 
Chap_ 11). Two parameters, the transverse or lateral' diffu
sion coefficient D T (perpendicular to the field) and the longi
tudinal diffusion coefficient D L (parallel to the field) then 
characterize the diffusive motion. The ratio of diffusion coef
ficient to mobility DIp. has a rather special role, as measure
ments of D T III can be made independent of D T or ",. In the 
limit of small electric fields this ratio tends toward the mean 
energy of the electrons, and as such it is a measure of the 
electron temperature. At higher fields, the electron swarm is 
not in thermal equilibrium and no temperature is defined, 
butDTlp is a convenient measure of the energy content of 
the swarm. In this contextDT/p. is termed as the "character
istic energy" (see Huxley and Crompton, Ref. 2, p. 82). This 
terminology does not refer to D T.I J.l. In some cases. the quan
tity reported is k T' the Townsend energy factor, which is 
related to the characteristic energy by 

eDT/J.l =F(3/2kTlkT , 

where k is the Boltzmann constant, and F is a factor depen
dent on the electron energy distribution, which is 2/3 for a 
Maxwellian distribution (see Dutton, Ref. 1, Sec. 3.2, and 
Huxley and Crompton, Ref. 2, Sec. 1.10, for discussion of 
k T )· 

The change in the . number of the electrons in a swarm 
may result from electron attachment (coefficient 1/) to neu
tral particles, electron detachment (coefficient 8) from nega
tive ions in collision with other gas molecules, and ionization 
(coeflicienta) of neutrals. The coeffici~lltslb 8, and a repn;-

sent the average change in n, the electron density, per unit 
drift distance x, as a result of the indicated reaction. Sections 
3.4 and 3.7 of Dutton's review l give extended discussions of 
the definitions and interpretation of 1/, the attachment coeffi
cient and a, the Townsend primary ionization coefficient, 
respectively. Chapter 5 of Huxley and Crompton's book? 
also discusses the definitions of these quantities. For som, 
range of values of E IN the electron density will be simulta
neously influenced by all three processes, but the spatial cur
rent growth in a Townsend discharge (see Sec. 3.3 below) 
may be exponential over a large range of distance. It is con
venient in these circumstances to define the l'arameter A, as 
the -~iectron growth c;;~~tant (or effe~j;iv~- io~~ti~n'~effi-
cient) per unit distance, i.e., nIx) n(O)etx, where n(O) is the 
number of electrons released simultaneously into the gas at 
x O. Where only ionization and attachment occur, 
A = a - 1/ and is the average net gain of free electrons per 
unit drift distance. The region of E IN where A approaches 
zero is significant in predicting discharge inception or elec
trical breakdown in· gases. Inelastic coUisions other than 
those giving rise to ionization are quantified by the excitation 
coefficient denoted by E. Another process that can cause a 
change in the number. of electrons is recombination, but be
cause of the low electron and positive ion densities in the 
swarms considered here, it is not included in the present 
review. 

.The.swarmcoefficients referred to in the previous-para,~ 
graph are defined as the average number of events occurring 
when one electron drifts a unit distance in the direction op
posite to the electric field. In general they are related to the 
corresponding two-body rate coefficients, k2' by Nk2 .= SW, 

TABLE 1. Swarm parameters. Symbolic notation and common scale factors 
and units. 

Symbol Definition or quantity 

COmmon scale 
factors and 
units 

N 
N' 

P 
T 
W 
EIN 
DTN 
D,N 
DT/p, 

I/IN 
'f/*IN 

alN 
81N 
J,.IN 
(fIN 
k2 
k3 
kT 

Gas number density 1022 ill-3 

Gas number density for a specific component Hy2 m-3 

ina mixture 
Gas pressure 
Gas temperature 
Electron drift velocity 
Reduced field strength 
Transverse diffusion coefficient·N 
Longitudinal diffusion coefficient·N 
Ratio of transverse diffusion coefficient 

to mobility 
Ratio ofIongittidinal diffusion 

coefficient to mobility 
Ratio of diffusion coefficient for 

E IN = 0 to mobility 
Attachment coefficientiN 
(Effective attachment coefficient, including 

Pa 
K 
lQlm 5- 1 

10-21 V m2 

1(f4 m-1 S-l 

1(f4 m-I S-l 

V 

V 

v 

effects of both attachment and detachment)lN 
Ionization coefficientiN 10-22 m2 

Detachment coefficientiN 10-22 m2 

Electron growth constantiN 10-22 m2 

Excitation coefficientiN 10-22 m2 

Two body rate constant 10- 16 m3 
&-1 

Three body rate constant 10-42 m6 s - I 

Townsend energy factor dimensionless 

J. Phys. Chern. Ref. Data, Vol. 12, No.1, 1983 
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TABLE 2. Common conversions for swarm data units." 

Symbols and 
SI units 

Some commonly used 
symbols and units 

Factor,A IB, to apply to 
commonly used units to obtain 
SI units used in this paper Quantity 

Particle density 
Particle density 

Temperature 
Pressure 

(A) 

N(m- 3) 

N(m- 3) 

T{K) 
p(Pa) . 

(BI 

N(cm-3 ) 106 

p(Torr) 3 54 1022 273 K 
• X T(K) 

T[K) 1 
p(Torr) 133 

Reduced field EIN(Ym2) Elp(Y/cm Torr) 2.83XlO-1i T(K) 
273K 

Reduced field EIN(Td) 
Drift velocity 

EIN(Vm2) 
W(ms-I)_ ... W-(cm S-:-I) .. 

DP( cm
2 
;orr ) 

10-21 

10-2 

iJilfusion coefficient DN(I02Z m- I S--I) 354 101'~ 
• X T(K) 

DIp.(Y) 1 Diffusion/mobility 

Swarm coefficients 

DIp.(Y) 

SIN(m2) Sip (_1_) 
om Torr 

2.83 X 10-21 T(KI 
273 

"Pressure is incorporated in many of the units commonly used. The related conversions to the units used in this paper are not a simple numerical factor but re
quire incorporation ofthe ratio T(K)/273 Korits inverse in the conversion factor, where T(K) is the temperature at which the measurements were made or to 
which the data hav .. b .... n normalized. . 

where S is a coefficient per unit drift distance. For three
body processes, the relationship is N 2k 3 = Sw, where k3 is 
the three-body rate coefficient. 

The swarm coefficients per unit distance depend on N 
.. as. well as on E / N, andare.conv.enientl:y-r.epr.esented as S IN-·

for two-body reactions and asS /N 2 for three-body reactions: 
Similarly, sinceD depends on N as well as E / N, it is conven
ient to consider instead the parameter DN. The swarm is 
thenspecifiedby W,D Ift,DN,S IN,and/orS /N 2, which are 
functions only of E IN and the gas composition. The data 
presented in this article are given primarily in terms of these 
parameters. In some cases, particularly for the halogens, 
NF3 and some ofthe halogenated hydrocarbons, some of the 
data on attachment are reported in terms of a two-body rate 
coefficient as a function of the mean electron energy. Con
version of these data to SIN as a function of E IN would 
require values of Wand mean energy as functions of E IN, 
and these are not accurately known for these gases. Thus, the 
data are presented below as a function of mean electron ener
gy as originally reported. 

The specitlc parameters and corresponding multiples of 
SI units in which they are expressed throughout this article 
are summarized in Table 1. Data are frequently published in 
units other than these SI units. In these cases conversions to 
the SI units were made using the relationships listed in Table 
2. 

As a rule, experimental data are reported in the litera
ture as specific points, while calculated data are reported as 
continuous curves. These conventions are adhered to in this 
article. Experimental data are represented in the figures by 
separate symbols identified in the figure legend or caption 
with the reference from which they were taken. Calculated 
data are represented by smooth lines beginning and ending 
with symbols identified with the appropriate reference. 

If the original data were published in tabular form, our 
figures were prepared directly from those tables. However, 
in most cases, the data were published in the form of graphs, 
and the graphs were enlarged and the coordinates of the data 
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points obtained usings~dard digitization procedures. 
These procedures are estimated to introduce an error of no 
more than ± 3%. Tables of the data presented in the figures 
in thiR artide have heen r.nmpi1E".d and are depositE".d with 
PAPS..":.-

3. Experimental Techniques 
Most of the experimental data reported here were ob

tained using variations on a small number of general meth
ods which are briefly described below. Although these meth
ods are conceptually straightforward the analysis of the 
measured data to obtain accurate transport and swarm coef
ficients is complex. Simplifying assumptions concerning the 
effects of boundaries, diffuSion, secondary ionization, and, 
especially in the case of electronegative gases, ion-molecule 
reactions and detachment, have frequently been made in 
analyzing data obtained by thC5e method::>. Hu.dey amI 
Crompton2 give a comprehensive discussion of the approxi
mations based on'these assumptions and the variations on 
experimental methods and related analyses that have been 
devised to minimize the experimental uncertainties resulting 
from these approximations. 

3.1. Drift Velocities and Longitudinal Diffusion 

Drift velocities and longitudinal diffusion are most of
ten determined by time-of-flight techniques. At low values of 
E IN where there is negligible ionization, the time-of-flight is 
frequently determined by means of a drift tube containing 
two electrical shutters. the first to function as a gate to admit 

• See AlP document no. PAPS JPCRD·12-0109·1 08 for 108 pages of tables 
of electron swarm data for electronegative gases. Order by PAPS number 
and journal reterences from American Institute of Physics, PhysiCS Auxil· 
iary Publication Service, 335 East 45th Street, New York, N. Y. 10017. 
The price is $1.50 for each microfiche (98 pages), or $5.00 for photocopies 
of up to 30 pages with $0.15 for each additional page over 30 pages. Air
mail additional. Make checks payable to the American Institute of Phys
ics. 
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electrons into a uniform field drift space at a known time and 
the second to sample the density of electrons traveling the 
measured distance between the shutters as a function of 
time. From these measurements, electron drift velocities 
and, with more extensive analysis, longitudinal diffusion co
efficients are obtained. Alternatively, a pulse of electrons 
produced photoelectrically at the cathode of a uniform field 
electrode system may be sampled through a small hole in the 
anode (see, .for example, Nelson and Davis34

). Many varia
tions on details such as the construction and separation of 
the shutters and on the analysis of the resulting data exist. A 
comprehensive discussion of drift velocity measurements is 
Si~;n klf~i~Y·~~d Cro~pton'; b~k,R~f-2, Chap_ 10_ . 

3.2. Transverse Diffusion Measurements 

Transverse diffusion is usually determined using a drift 
tube in which the electrons· enter a uniform-field region 
through a amnll orifice or slit and are collected at a segment
ed anode, so that the spatial distribution ofthe steady-state 
swarm perpendicular to the electric field is measured. D Tip 
is determined from the ratios of the currents arriving at dif
ferent segments of the anode. Townsend's original analysis30 

was refined by Huxley and Bennett,31 as described by Hux
ley and Crompton,2 Chap. 11. 

3.3. Steady·State Spatial Variation of Current 

When an initial current 10 is released by an external 
source of radiation from the cathode of a uniform-field elec
trode system and the only inelastic process occurring is elec
tron attachment, the change of electron current with d, the 
distance from the cathode, at a constant value of E IN is 
given by I = Ioe -."d. The measurement of the steady-state 
electron current as a function of d can be used to determine 
the attachment coefficient. Similarly, if the conditions are 
such that only primary ionization occurs, the spatial growth 
at constant E / N is given by 1= Ioead

, and the ionization 
coefficient can be determined. Of course, these special condi
tions are often not satisfied, especially for high E IN, and 
extensive analysis incorporating ionization, attachment, de
tachment, and ion-molecule reactions is required to deter
mine swarm coefficients from these measurements [see Dut
ton, I Eq. (16)]. The values of coefficients of the processes 
involved which fit the experimental data are often subject to 
uncertainties as large as ± 50%. Recently, Davies29 devel
oped more sophisticated fitting procedures for the analysis 
of spatial current growth measurements in attaching gases in 
which the electron growth constant can be determined with 
little ambiguity. 

3.4. Pulsed Avalanches 

At values of E INsufficiently high to give rise to ioniza
tion, a pulse of electrons photoelectrically released from the 
cathode of a uniform field gap will give rise to an el~tron 
avalanche. The resulting transient current, in which the elec
tron and ion components are easily distinguishable because 

of the much higher drift .velocities of the electrons, may be 
studied by high-speed pulse techniques. 

Measurement of the electron density as a function of 
time, either electronically or by observation of the light emit
ted from the discharge, provides values of the ionization co
efficient and electron drift velocity.33 This type of measure- . 
ment is often referred to as a pulsed Townsend discharge.32 

Concerns involving interpretation and analysis of results to 
give swarm coefficients are similar to those for steady-state 
Townsend measurements. . 

3.5. Errors 

Several specific sources of error are common in swarm 
measurements. One is the presence of impurities in the gas 
which may have a significant intluence on the quantities ob
served, as evidenced by measurements in intentional mix
tures. A second is the effect of surfaces both in the distortion 
of the elecl1k fidus /:lUU lIm spatial distribution of electrons 
and as a source of secondary electrons. A third is the mea
surement of partial gas density in mixtures. 

Other sources of error are related to the interpretation 
of measured quantities to obtain swarm coefficients, espe-

. ciaIly in electronegative gases where the electron number 
density varies due to attachment and, at higher E IN, ioniza
tioll,Yarious as~tsJ;>ftg~ co!l1plete!'~~lion l)Cb~~e..such 
as detachment from negative ions and charge transfer, as 
welt as more complex reactions such as formation and at
tacluncut to clusteni, may Ix; ullluelllwell by the in vesti8/:l!or 
or ignored in the interest of reducing the analysis to mana
geable proportions. The use of mass spectrometric techni
ques is essential to identify a complete reaction scheme, as 
well as to monitor impurity concentrations. 

Additional sources of error in the analysis of experi
mental data include the assumption of idealized geometry, 
and the neglect of diffusion effects (see e.g., Huxley and 
Crompton's book,2 Chap. 5). As discussed in Sec. 3.3, the 
reported transport and swarm coefficients are often derived 
fWIll I;UI ve-fitting pWl;edures in which the parameters de
scribing the reaction scheme are incorporated into an analyt
ic expression that describes the observations. Often a range 
of pa1"ameters gives a satisfactory fit, resulting in uncertain
ties as large as ± 50%. Using advances in computer techni
ques, Edelson and McAfee35 developed improVed fitting 
procedures with which analyses can be made with reliable 
estimates of confidence limits and applied these methods to 
SF6 (see Sec. 5.l.c). Edelson and McAfee discuss the criteria 
for application of this technique. 

Quantitative statements concerning uncertainties in
herent in general techniques have not been made because 
characteristics of the specific gas systems to which the tech
niques are applied superimpose limiting sources of uncer-

. tainty. Thus, uncertainties are discussed separately for each 
case. Wherever possible, the sources of error which were 
considered or neglected by the original authors and their 
estimated uncertainties are given. However, because differ
ent researchers use different standards for their uncertainty 
statements, the data with the smallest specified uncertainty 
are not necessarily the most reliable. 
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4. Computations Using 
Equation 

the Boltzmann 

The swarm parameters discussed so far are measures of 
the macroscopic properties of an electron cloud moving 
through a neutral gas under the influence of an electric field. 
The Boltzmann equation provides a connection between 
these microscopic cross sections and these measurable mac
roscopic parameters (see e.g., Huxley and Crompton, Ref. 2, 
Chap. 6). 

The Boltzmann equation is the equation of continuity 
-- for_electmns.ina six-dimensional phase space and describes 

the time evolution of the electron energy distribution func
tion/(r,v,t).36Electron transport and excitation coefficients 
are calculated as averages or integrals involvingf The elec
tron energy distribution function contains all the informa
tion about the electron swarm and the calculated swarm pa
rameters are averages in the same sense that the experiments 
1ll~ure average quantities. The key to a model or theoreti
cal calculation is then the electron energy distribution func
tion. 

The Boltzmann equation may be written as36 

aj +v·Vrf+a·V.j'=Clj), at ( 1) 

spherical harmonic (or because of the cylindrical symmetry, 
Legendre) expansion. The approximation leads to calculated 
values of electron transport and rate coefficients that agree 
reasonably well with the more rigorous calculations in most 
cases. 13,14,38,41-43 

An alternate technique for the calculation of swarm pa
rameters is the use of Monte Carlo methods which avoid 
entirely the use of the Boltzmann equation. In these numeri
cal simulations of the swarm motion the trajectories of indi
vidual electrons are followed through a large number of 
collisions with the exact outcome of each collision being mo
deled on the basis of a random number. This technique offers 
the advantage that boundary effects may be included and no 
assumptions are made about either the r or v dependence of 
the distribution. This advantage is offset by the comparative
ly long computational times involved. Also, for calculations 
of equilibrium or steady-state swarm phenomena, the 
boundary effects may be safely neglected. 

TheTf~ lire two general categories of applications for the 
solution of the Boltzmann equation: 

1) iterative extraction of low-energy electron-neutral 
scattering cross sections from measured swarm data (e.g., 
Huxley and Crompton's book/ Chapter 13); and 

2) calculations of swarm parameters from a given set of 
cross sections (see for example Ref. 44). 

where a is the acceleration due to the applied field and C is These two categories differ in purpose but are the same 
~e_collision_operator. -In_order_oLthetenns_in_Eq._( Il,-the- ---computationally. In the first categorythe-cross-sections may 

time evolution off arises from a spatial flux, a flux in velocity be extracted from swann data in a trial and error sense by 
splice, and a redistribution of electron energy resulting from - comparing; calClllatM valnes of swarm parameters with mea-
collisions with neutral particles. Electrons may lose recoil surements using an estimate for the cross sections. Cross 
energy in elastic collisions with neutrals, gain recoil energy if sections are then adjusted using the comparison as a guide, 
the electron energy is less than the neutral energy, and gain until the calculated and measured values agree. For exam-
or lose discrete amounts of energy in exciting or deexciting pIe, the cross sections in He determined in this way are con-
the neutrals to or from the various rotational, vibrational, or sidered to be among the most accurate available.45 

electronic levels. Space charge fields and Coulomb collisions The second category listed above is of more interest 
are negligible due to the small charge densities involved in here. The electron energy distribution function in a gas mix-
swarm experiments. ture can be very different from those of the individual mix-

Solutions of the Boltzmann equation are complicated ture components under the same experimental conditions. 
becausef depp.nds on the !<ix phase !<pace variables and time. The mixture distribution ~.annot he determined directly 

. An additional complication is that the collision operator C is from the distribution of the pure gas components. It is neces-
a combination of multiplicative and integral operators. sary to go through the Boltzmann equation using as input 
However, in the hydrodynamic regime, i.e., the regime of the component gas cross sections. Thus swarm parameters 
interest in typical swarm situations where the measured pa- in mixtures may be calculated from the constituent gas cross 
rameters are free of boundary effects and any change in cur- sections. 
rent is exponential in both time and distance, we can make . The accuracy of the calculations of swarm parameters 
several simplifying assumptions that cast the Boltzmann depends on the method used to solve the Boltzmann equa-
equation into a form amenable to numerical solution.31 Even tion. For many applications, the accuracy ofthe "two-term" 
in the hydrodynamic limit, however, much effort has been approximation is sufficient. With few exceptions, the theo-
devoted to techniquE'S for solving the Rnlt7:mann equation reticalvaluesofswarmparll1l1etE'rsrE'porte.dhE'rewerp.calcll-
and studying the various approximations that makenumeri- lated using that approximation. 
cal solutions of the equation practical (see Refs. 13 and 14 
and references therein). 

By far the most common solutio~ technique is the "two
term" approximation.36

,38 Here the spatial dependence of f 
is assumed small and is treated in second order.39,40 Thus, 
since the current growth is exponential in time, af / at = con
stantXfandf(r,v,t )'"'-'f(v)e"'t. The two-term approximation 
is then invoked, i.e., the angular dependence off (the angle 
bE'ing that between the elt".ctron vp.lodty vt".ctnr and the field 
direction) can be approximated by the first two terms of a 
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5. Data Review 
5.1. Sul1ur Hexafluoride 

Sulfur hexafluoride is widely used as a gaseous insulator 
and an arc interrupting medium in electrical power systems,. 
and most of the research on electron swarms in the gas ap
pears to have been motivated toward understanding the phe
nornp.n~ M!:nd~tP.(l with electrical breakdown. A dominant 
characteristic of electron swarms in SF 6 is that low energy 
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electrons are very rapidly attached to form negative ions, 
and the rapid disappearance offree electrons greatly compli
cates the measurement of other swarm parameters. At high 
E IN ionization helps balance the loss by attachment. Small 
shifts in the energy distribution function can substantially 
change the balance between electron gain and loss. As SF 6 

was not reviewed by Dutton, I we have attempted to be as 
complete as possible in reporting all available data in the 
present review. 

In two papers published in 1979, Kline, Davies, Chen, 
and Chantry44 and Yoshizawa, Sakai, Tagashira, and Saka
m.ot()46 :r:~'0.e"W'~4Jl1e~vail~l!!~2rQ$~_~eQ.~i.o:ll_illl1l!. .. for: .. colli
sions of electrons in SFo. In each of these papers the electron 
energy distribution function was calculated by solving the 
Boltzmann equation, and the swarm parameters were com
puted using the distribution function and the relevant cross 
sections. The paper by Kline and co-workers also reported 
some new, presumably more relia1;Jle,cross section data 
which are rather different from those assumed by Y oshizawa 
and co-workers. On the other hand Yoshizawa and co
workers used a more accurate method of solving the Boltz
mann equation. These papers support the conclusion that 
the dominant phenomena of electron swarms in SF 6 are well 
understood, but there are considerable uncertainties in the 
magnitudes of some of the transport coefficients. 

~J'JtLVJIJ).city .. _SF. 

Naidu and Prasad47 used sampling techniques to mea
sure the electron drift velocity of a group of electrons for the 
E IN between 340 and 640 X 10-21 V m2

, and the results are 
displayed in Fig. 1.1. These data are the only measured val
ues available from a direct and recognized method and are, 
therefore, recommended as the most reliable. The authors 
estimate the uncertainties at 5%. 

Teich and Sangi48 reported data for approximately the . 
same E IN range in a conference proceeding which is not 
widely available. They provide no description of experimen
tal method and give their results in the form of a simple 
equation. These data are also displayed in Fig. 1.1. 
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FIGURE 1.1. W for electrons in SF 6 as a function of E IN. 

Harris and J ones49 reported data on the drift velocity of 
electrons in SF6 for E IN between 15 a..lld 150x 10-21 V m2

• 

(The same results, with less explanation, were also given by 
Dutton, Harris, and Jones.50

) Their method involved a de
tailed accounting for electrons removed by diffusion back to 
the cathode. While this method is indirect, in other gases it 
yields data in error by only 15%. The results of these mea
surements, which are given as an equation, are also repre
sented in Fig, 1.1. 

Kline and co-workers and Yoshizawa and co-workers 
both calculated drift velocities which are displayed in Fig. 
1.1. Yoshizawa considered the consequences oLspatial 
growth of the electron density on the distribution function 
and found surprisingly large effects. Kline and co-workers 
did not consider these higher order effects since they used 
the conventional two-term approximation and did not in
clude the increase in the number of electrons due to ioniza
tion. 

1:1. (DInUSlon coemclent)/MObmty, SFs 

Naidu and Prasad47 also reported values for DT/p, 
These data were derived from measurements ofthe ratios of 
cuneuts to CQllcelltril.: ring electrodes. Taken as a whole the 
data set displays inconsistencies which the authors discuss. 
They note that most of the discordant data involved use of 
the out~nno!';t rings, and they suggest these data are the re
sult-of-!-~nomalous"-diffusion. Anomalous diffusion-is-de-
fended as a significant physical effect and not the result of 
measurement error; however, no explanation is given for the 
causes. The authors suggest that the data derived from the 
inner rings is reliable, and these data are sbown in Fig. 1.2. 

Maller and Naidu51 later reported similar measure
llleuts which lire quite close to the results ofNaidu and Pra
sad. These are also shown in Fig. 1.2. 

Kline and co-workers44 calculated values of DTlp 
along with other swarm parameters, and their results are 
included in Fig. 1.2. There is a discrepancy between theory 
and experiment which on present evidence cannot be re
solved and more work is necessary. 
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FIGURE 1.2. D T / fl in SF 6 as a function of E / N. 
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FIGURE 1.3. DN in SF 6 as a function of E / N. 

about 0.3 eV, dissociative attachment is the dominant at
tachment process. Fehsenfeld53 reported that the zero field 
attachment rate constant is 2220 X 10- 16 m3 s -1 at tempera~ 
tures between 290 and SOO K. Crompton and co-workers54 

recently gave a preliminary report of a more precise experi
mental method which yields a similar conclusion. In view of 
the weak temperature dependence, k2 can be e]!:pected to bf' 
weakly dependent onE IN for small E IN. Fehsenfeldfounc 
the reaction rate to be proportional to gas density indicatin~ 
a two-body reaction. Actually a two-step process is involved 
with the initial attachment collision producing an excited 
negative ion with alifetime of > 50 f..ls. 55 For the gas densities 
normally used in electron swarm and gas discharge work, 
there is a high probability that the excited state will be colli
sionally stabilized. Foster and Beauchamp56 reported that at 
low densities radiative deooy is also important in stabilizing 
excited SF6 negative ions. 

Several dissociative attachment processes are known to 
occur in SF", producing a variety of negative ions. Kline and 
co-workers report that for the energy range 0.3-2.5 eV, the 
dominant negative ion is SF5 and above about 2.5 eV, it is 
F-. Other ions formed are SF4 ,F2 -, and SF2 ,none of 

No direct experimental data are available on the diIDl- which are dominant at any energy. The principal reason for 
sion coefficient for electrons in SF6• Yoshizawa and co- concern with the identity ofthe ions is the impact on inter-
workers46 included diffusion coefficient calculations as part preting data relating to detachment. 
of their Boltzmann equation analysis. As with drift velocity, Most of the available datA on electron reactions in SF" 
datawere_.ca1culated-lliling severaldefinitions,-but-in-thiS---havecomefrom-analysis-ofspatial-current growthin TowD-
case the different definitions yield data that vary only slight- send discharges. The first electron swann data on SF 6 were 
ly (for the relatively low values of E IN investigated). Figure reported by Hochberg and Sandberg57

•
58 who gave values of 

1.3 includes the results they have labeled as D Land D T val- the ionization coefficient inferred from observations of a 
ues appropriate to a steady-state Townsend discharge. Townsend discharge. Their analysis did not recognize the 

Also included in Fig. 1 -.3 are values of D TN which the possibility of electron attachment. As these have been super-
present authors calculated from the Wand D T I J.t values re- ceded by more recent data, they are excluded from further 
ported by Kline and co-workers. At lowE IN theseresultsdo consideration here. Data on SF6 including attachment were 
not disagree significantly with those of Yoshizawa and co- also obtained by Geballe and Harrison (as reported by 
workers. At high E IN the Kline data must be considered Loeb59). Bhallaand Craggs60 also reported measured values 
uncertain because the increase in the number of electrons of 1]IW and alN obtained· using pulsed Townsend techni-
due to ionization was neglected. ques for gas densities between 16.5 and 600 X 1022 m -3. The 

cathode current, /0' needed for the data analysis is assumed 
constant as the electrode separation is varied, and was in

c. Electron Gain and Loss Processes, SF6 

As discussed above, the cross sections for attachment to 
sulphur hexafluoride at low energies is extremely large. A 
continuing question has been: "What effect does this large 
cross scction have on the measurement of the attachment 
coefficient at the nonthermal E IN and mean energies of in
terest in this review?" For this reason, some discussion of the 
low energy attachment cross sections and thermal attach
ment rates has been included here. Similar discussions have 
not been presented for other gases for which the impact of 
attachment on measured swarm parameters is less dramatic 
at low E/N. 

Kline and co-workers44 discuss the relative contribu
tions made by various energy regions to the attachment coef
ficient. These authors report that the attachment cross sec
tion is 5.5 X 10-10 m2 at 0.01 eV, and falls rapidly at higher 
energies, decreasing to 3 X 10-12 m2 at 0.3 eV. Chutjian52 

has reported further measurements at very low energy. 
which offer the possibility of better energy resolution. Above 
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ferred from current-voltage measurements at fixed separa-
tion at the lowest gas densities. However, for N;..80X 1022 

m -:5 this technique of obtaining 10 was mappiicable, and led 
to a 20% uncertainty in the derived swarm coefficients. 
Therefore, only the low density data are included here. 

Kline and co-workc1"l)44 alao measurcd Ct.1 N, 71* / N, and 
A. IN using a Townsend discharge and Davies' 29 method of 
analysis. These authors define 1]* IN as the "effective attach
ment coefficient" which includes the effect of detachment 
and subsequent ion-molecule reactions. The results of 
O'Neill and Craggs,72 discussed below, indicate that detach
ment is negligible for E IN at (and presumably below) 
430X lO- z1 V mZ

, in which case1]*INis equivalent to 1]IN. 
Special consideration was given to determining theE IN val
ue for which A. = 0, which is 362X 10-21 V m2

• These data 
for 1]*; N, a; N, and A. ; N which are displayed as functions of 
E INinFigs.l.4, 1.5, and 1.6, respectively, along with swarm 
coefficients measured by Geballe and Harrison and by 
Bhalla and Craggs. are probably the most reliable available 
for E IN between 350 and 600 X 10-21 V m2

• 
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In 1955 McAfee61 reported results on electron attach
ment in SF 6 which involVed examining the transient currents 
following a pulse of light in a Townsend discharge. These 
data were described as preliminary, and as later results from 
the same experimental group are significantly different, we 
assume that the 1955 data have been superceded. In 1963 
McAfee and Edelson62 reported attachtnent coefficient data 
in SF6 derived from a pulsed Townsend discharge, but gave 
no description of experimental or data analysis techniques. 
In 1964 Edelson and McAfee3s reported a detailed descrip
tion of their data analysis and used the 1963 SF 6 attachment 
data as an illustration. The transient currents provide de
tailed infOi-matiou Ilbuut Ii variety of processes, and by dOing 
an extensive statistical analysis of their data, Edelson and 
McAfee provide direct evidence that their derived coeffi
cients are statistically significant. These attachment data, 
displayed in Fig. 1.4, are the only data available at low E IN. 
Although from the point-of-view of the data analysis it is 
statistically significant, the maximum in nlN should be 
treated with caution, because both calculations and the 
known energy dependence of the electron attachment cross 
section in SF 6 suggest that there is no maximum.. 

Ol1.te;:r data available from steady-state Townsend dis
charge measurements are also displayed in the figures. Boyd 
and Crichton63 repeated the steady-state Townsend mea
surements with careful attention to detail and report data for 

-a(N and 7t I N:-Their measurements covered a-wide range-of
gas densities (between 16.5 and 1320X 1022 m-3

) and lead to 
the conclusion, which is no longer contested, that the swarm 
coefficients are proportional to gas density. Their data are 
not significantly different from those of Harrison and Ge
balle. Their values for A. IN are included in Fig. 1.6. 

Ml1ller and NaiduG~,65 also used the steady-state Town
send method. In 1975, they reported values ofalNand r,IN_ 
for mixtures of SF 6 with other gases, and the following year 
they extended measurements to pure SF6 and to higher val
ues of E IN. Their al N data are included in Fig. 1.5. Recent
ly, Itoh and co-workers66 determined A. IN in mixtures of 
SF6 and N2 using a pulsed Townsend discharge and ex
tended these measurements to pure SF 6' Their data for A. IN 
are given in Fig. 1.6. 

Figures 1.4 and 1.5 also show data calculated by Kline 
and co-workers44 and by Yoshizawa and co-workers.46 

Those of Kline and co-workers are recommended because 
they used more accurate cross sections. 

Some other data have been reported but are not includ
ed in Figs. 1.4-1.6. Bortnik and Panoff67 reported Town
send discharge measurements with results similar to those 
displayed. Dutton, Harris. and Jones6B and Dutton and Har
ris69 also reported studies of current growth in a Townsend 
discharge but with a tentative conclusion that the swarm 
coefficients were not linearly dependent on the gas density in 
the samples originally used, a conclusion which was not con
firmed in samples from a different supplier and not evident 
in any other data. Many investigations have been carried out 
on steady-state Townsend discharges in SF6 and, in general, 
the data are remarkably consistent. 

Application of the pulsed Townsend technique at high 
E IN requires a very rapid Jight pulse. Teich and Branston70 

used this technique in SF 6 with a laser light source, but were 
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rulable to identify all the phenomena contributing to their 
transient currents. They reached a general conclusion that 
detachment is an important process in SF 6 at gas densities 
above about 16X Hf2 m-3 but did not report detachment 
data. In some special circumstances the observations could 
be interpreted adequately to yield values of A in the EIN 
range between 108 and 130X 10-21 V m2

• The results of this 
measurement are not significantly different from those ob
tained from the steady-state Townsend method. 

Eccles and co-workers 71 reported detachment data, but 
with no identification ofthe detaching ion species. The rela-

. Jive ion concentrations change with N andE IN.-Their prin-. 
cipal conclusion is that for low E IN the detachment coeffi
cient is so small that it is negligible in the analysis of 
steady-state Townsend currents. 

To obtain detachment data, O'Neill and Craggs 72 used 
a double-gas drift tube arrangement in which negative ions 
were formed by attachment in the first chamber and de
tached in the second. Negative ions reaching the anode were 
identified by mass analysis. The density dependence of the 
anode current implied that either the detachment was not a . 
two-body process or that the detaching species were in
volved in some other competing process, the rate of which 
was dependent on N. The detachment coefficient for SF6 

was determined from the analysis ofthe negative-ion current 
and the current growth ourves utilizing a reaction scheme 
-including-attachment,ionization,- detachment and t:harge
transfer, and ion-conversion reactions involving SFs - and 
F- as well as SF6 -. It was estimated to be 0.8X 10-22 m2 

for EIN = 433X 10-21 V m2 anrlN = 16x 1022 m-3. This 
supports Eccles' conclusion that detachment from SF 6 - is 
negligible in the analysis of steady state Townsend measure
ments. 

Except for the work of Kline and co-workers, analyses 
of steady-state Townsend data have included the assumption 
that electron detachment is negligible. In SP 6 gas it is likely 
that more than one negative ion species is present, and some 
of these may be in excited states. Following attachment any 
excitation can be expected to decay and ion-molecule reac
tions will produce other ion species. Meaningful data on the 
detachment coefficients, including specification of the ion 
species and the state of excitation, are needed in SF 6' 

5.2. Halogenated Hydrocarbons 

These electronegative compounds which are chemical
ly inert and thermally stable are among the best gaseous 
insulators. Data on transport properties and swarm coeffi
cients have been obtained primarily for two groups of these 
gases: (1) the perfluoroalkanes, Cn Fzn + 2 , i.e., CF4, ~F6' 

C3F 8, and C4F 10' and (2) dichlorofluoromethane (CCI2F2) 

and similar compounds, but data on properties of other halo
carbon compounds are also available. 

a. Drift Velocity, Halogenated Hydrocarbons 

Using standard drift tube techniques, Naidu and Pra
sad73 measured the drift velocity for aU ofthe first four per
fluoroalkanes: for E IN between 120 and 270 X 10-21 V m2 

for CF4, and for E I Nbetween 270 and 600 X 10- 21 V m2 for 
C.,:Fb, C~FlS' and C4F IO, and for Nbetwccn 2 Ilnd lOX 1022 

m -3. In an earlier conference proceedings,74 Prasad and 
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Naidu reported drift velocities and swarm coefficients for 
electrons in C3Fg, but it is assumed that this publication is 
superceded by Ref. 73 which covers the same range of E IN. 
Christophorou and co-workers 75 measured the drift velocity 
in CF4 for much lower average electron energies, i.e., for 
0.1 <E IN < 12x 10-21 V m 2• 

The two sets of data for CF4 are shown in Fig. 2.1 which 
suggest that, as with N2, there is a broad range of E IN over 
which W does not monotonically increase with E IN. The 
data of Naidu and Prasad for C2F6, C3Fg, and C4F IO are 
given in Fig. 2.2. The electron drift velocity at a given E IN 
-decreases-as~ the size of the molecule increases and is inde
pendent of gas density. These, the only data available, are 
recommended to. the user. 

Using the same techniques, Naidu and Prasad76 mea
sured the only reported values of the electron drift velocity in 
CCI2F2, and these data are plotted in Fig. 2.3. 

b. (Diffusion Coefficient)/Mobility. Halogenated Hydrocarbons 

Naidu and Prasad73 observed the radial diffusion of 
electrons and negative ions using a multiple-ring collector to 
obtain values ofD TIp. for the first four perfluoroalkanes 
(CF4, CzF6• C3Fs, C4F lO). Their data were derived from mea
surements of the ratio of currents to adjacent rings for two 
separate gap lengths. 

Lakshminarasimha, Lucas, and Price,77 with a more 
-sophisticated aIialysis-tecnruque empIoymg the fUlriaaIru 
current-distribution profile and current amplification to ob
tain D TIp. in CF4, extended measurements to much lower 
values of E IN. The results of these two measurements in CF4 

are compared in Fig. 2.4. The data ofNaidu and Prasad are 
somewhat lower than those of Lakshminarasimha and co
workers. The slight gas density dependence of D T I fl ob
served in other perfluoroalkanes was not observed in CF4, 

For CzF6' C3F8, and C4F 10, the values of DT/p. mea
sured by Naidu and Prasad,73 shown in Fig. 2.5, are the only 
data that have been reported. For C3FS and C4F lO these 
authors observed an increase in D T I fl with gas density for N 
between 2 and lOX 1022 m -3. Again, earlier measurements 
on C3FS by Prasad and Naidu74 are assumed superceded by 
the values reported in Ref. 73. 

Naidu and Prasad76 also reported data on DT/fl in 
CCl2F2 for E IN between 300 and 650X 10-21 V m2

, mea
sured using the same technique at gas densities of 2 and 
6.7X 1022 m-3. These data display a large scatter for E IN 
< 390X 10-21 V m2

• Naidu and Prasad attribute this to un
certainties of ± 3% in E IN which, in tum, lead to uncer
tainties of up to 10% in the values of a and 7! used in deter
mining DT/p. Naidu and Prasad estimate an uncertainty in 
DT/fl of ± 2% for E IN above 390X 10-21 V m2

• Maller 
and Naidusl measured the transport coefficients in mixtures 
of CCl2F2 with nitrogen and, as part of this work, reported 
values of DT/p. for pure CCl2F2 with an uncertainty of 
± 15% for EIN = 390X 10-21 V m2 and 6% for E IN 

above 450x 10-21 V m2
• The two sets of experimental data 

are compared in Fig. 2.6, which shows that the data ofNaidu 
and Prasad are consistently lower than those of Maller and 
Naidu, although the two sets agree to within the errors esti
mated by the authors. The data of MaIlcI and Naidu, which 
extend over a broader range of E IN, are recommended. 
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c. Electron Gain and Loss Processes, Halogenated Hydrocarbons 

Perfluoroalkanes 

In 1958 Howard78 reported the first data on electron 
gain and loss processes in the perfluoroalkanes. These were 
values of A IN in CF4 obtained for N = 760X 1022 m-3 us
ing spatial current growth techniques. In 1963 Moruzzi and 
Craggs?9 reported 7]/N, a/N, and .tt INtn C3Fg obtained for 
gas densities between 3.3 and 33 X 1022 m -3 also using spa
tial current growth techniques. For a given E IN and N 
'between 3.3atio'sx 1022 m-3, fueseauthors-repOrted an 
increase in 7]IN and a decrease in al N with increasing N. 
Subsequently, in a conference proceedings, Devins and 
Wolff 80 reported attachment and ionization coefficients for 
all of the first four perfluoralkanes obtained using similar 
experimental methods, again for gas densities between 3.3 
and 33 X 1022 m-3

• An increase of 7]IN with increasing gas 
density was reported for C4F 10 only. 

Bozin and GoodyearS1 also used spatial current growth 
techniques to repeat measurements of 7]IN, alN, and Ii. IN 
in CF4 and C:zF6 with an interest in identifying detachment 
effects. The coefficients obtained for CF4 for N between 16 
and 70X 1022 m-3 and for C2F6 for N between 8 and 

, 30 X 1022 m -3 showed no systematic trend with N, but dis
~ed a scatter 9f 25% for daJaJaken at ditfere.ntN.cThese_ 
authors detected no detachment for CF4 in the gas density 
range studied, but suggested a detachment coefficient (8 IN 1 
ofthe order of 0.01 X 10-22 m2 may be appropriate for C2F6 

in the range of experimental conditions studied. Mass spec
trometric studies which would have identified the detaching 
ion were not made. 

Using the same apparatus, Razzak and Goodyear82 

made similar measurements in C4F 10 and confirmed the gas 
density dependence of TfIN reported by Devins and Wolff. 
The observed increase in 1J IN with gas density is interpreted 
as due to an ion-molecule reaction which was not identified. 
No evidence for detachment was found. 

Bartnik and Panov67 also used spatial current growth 
techniques to obtain 1JI Nand al N in CF4 and CzF 6 for gas 
densities between 6 and 106X 1022 m-3

• 

Using the experimental and analytic techniques de
scribed in Sec. 5.2.b, Naidu and Prasad73 superceding Ref. 
74 measured 1JIN, alN, and A IN for all the perfiuoroal
hnes at low gas densities (between '2 and 7X 1022 m-3). 

Their purpose was to clarify gas density effects and compare 
measured attachment coefficients with those calculated 
from measured cross sections for electron-impact formation 
ofF-, assuming a Maxwellian energy distribution function. 
No systematic dependence on gas density was observed for 
CF4 and C2F 6 but a scatter of up to 20% existed in the data 
reported. An increase of 7]1 N with N was observed for C3F 8 

and C4F 10' in agreement with earlier work. No gas density 
dependence of al N was observed for any of these gases. The 
calculated attachment coefficients were higher by approxi
mately a factor of 4 than those measured, indicating either a 
non-Maxwellian electron distribution function or a more 
complex negative ion reaction scheme than incorporated in 
the calculation. 
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FIGURE 2,7. 7J/Nin CF4 as a function of E IN. 

Lakshminarasimha, Lucas, and Price77 used their anal
ysis of cuncut amplificatiun and radial distribution profile 
of the anode current in a dc discharge to obtain 1JIN and alN 
in CF4 for E IN between 50 and 350X 10-21 V m2. 

l.alcshrriinarasimha, Lucas, and Snelsons3 used tempo-
,-raI-current growth-techniques in,CF4 to separate-the current
due to the primary electrons from that due to negative ions 
formed by attachment and delayed currents due to detach
ing electrons and thus obtained more reliable values of alN 
and 1JIN. 

The data for 7]1 N, alN, and A I Nin CF4 are collected in 
Figs. 2.7, 2.8, and 2.9, respectively, with the exception of the 
early data reported by Devins and W oltf which show no 
remarkable contrast to data reported subsequently. For the 
attachment data shown in Fig. 2.7 there is reasonable agree
ment between the various reported values. The data of 
Laksbminarasimha and co-workers are recommended for 
E IN up to 200X 10-21 V m2. Above this value, those of 
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FIGURE 2.8. a/ N in CF4 as a function of E / N. 
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Naidu and Prasad are recommended, although the scatter in 
these data introduced an uncertainty of ± 1? %. The ioniza
tion data are shown in Fig. 2.8. The more recent data of 
Lakshminarasimha and co-workers83 are recommended for 
E IN up to 180X 10-21 V m2

• For low E IN, the Naidu and 
Prasad data taken at N = 2 and 5 X 1022 m.=3 differ by a 
factor of 3, but this effect becomes negligible for E IN above 
200 X 10-21 V m2, where these data are recommended. The 
values of A IN measured by Naidu and Prasad are shown in 
Fig. 2.9. 

For CzF6' the data on 7JIN and alN obtained in three 
different investigatiom; are dil'lplayecl in Figs ?10 and 2.11, 
respectively. For 7J1N. there is considerable scatter in the 
data. Although the results of Bozin and Goodyear are rec
ommended as a reasonable working set, a large uncertainty 
(± 25%) should be assigned to these data. For alN, the 
scatter is less. The data of Bortnik and Panov are recom
mended for E IN below 400 X 10-21 V m2

, and those of 
Naidu and Prasad, for higher E IN. The only reported data 
for A IN in C2F6 are given in Fig. 2.12. 

For ~F8 the values of 711 N reported by Naidu and Pra
sad and by Moruzzi and Craggs are compared in Fig. 2.13. 
Moruzzi and Craggs report an N dependence of 7JIN for N 
below 8X 1022 m-3

• In this range, their data are approxi
mately 25% higher than those of Naidu and Prasad. Mor
uzzi and Craggs report no N dependence for N between 8 
and 33X 1022 m-3

, and their data for this range agree well 
with those of Naidu and Prasad for N = 5 X 1 (f2 m -3. The 
data of Moruzzi and Craggs, which extend over broader 
ranges of Nand E IN, are recommended. The values of al N 
in C3Fg taken from these two works are compared in Fig. 
2.14. Moruzzi and Craggs reported a slight decrease with 
increasing N for N between 3 and 8X 1022 m-3 and no 
change with N for Nbetween 8 and 33X 1022 m-3

• These 
effects are not large, and no interpretation of the ion-mole
cule reaction scheme using mass spectrographic techniques 
has been made to explain them. An uncertainty of ± 20% 
should be applied to any of these data. Data on A IN in C3F 8 

determined from these two investigations, shown in Fig. 
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2.15, are subject to the same confusion concerning gas den
sity dependence, and the same uncertainty should be applied 
to them. 

Figure 2.16 compares data for 1JI N for C4F 10 measured 
by Naidu and Prasad and by Razzak and Goodyear. The 
results reported by Razzak and Goodyear were taken over a 
broader gas density range (3 to 70X 1022 m-3

) and clearly 
display the increase of 1JIN with increasing gas density. For 
N = 3.3 X 1022 m-3

, the two data sets show considerable dis
agreement, and no recommendations can be made. For 
N = 6.7 X 1022 m -3, the two sets agree reasonably well, and 
-those of Razzak and Goodyear,-which-extend over a wider
range of E IN, are recommended. For higher N, the user 
should keep in mind that 1JIN changes with N. 

Figure 2.17 compares al N detennined by these two in
vestigations, neither of which reported an N dependence. 
The two sets for 1JIN taken at the same gas density are in 
reasonable agreement, as are those for al N which display no 
N dependence. Figure 2. 1 S, which gives..i. IN, clearly reflects 
the increase of 1JIN and, hence, the decrease of A- IN with N. 
The two sets of data takenatN = 6.7X 1022 m-3 agree well. 

In CCI2F2, the earliest measurements of the attachment 
and ioiuzation coefficients wece made by Harrison and Ge
balle84 in-1953"llsingspatial currenrgtowtlnecliiiiques:Siib-=
sequently, Schlumbohm85 analyzed the temporal growth of 
prebreakdown currents to obtain the electron growth con
stant, A- IN. Moruzzi86 also measured the ionization and at
tachment coefficients using spatial current growth techni
ques for gas densities between 16 and 70X 1022 m-3, 

Boyd, Crichton, and MunknieJsen87 used current 
growth techniques to determine ionization and attachment 
coefficients for N between 16 and 70X Hf2 m-3

, but also 
extended measurements of A- IN up to N = 2000 X 1022 m - 3~ 
A decrease of A- / N with increasing gas density was observed. 

Raja Rao and Govinda Raju88 also used spatial current 
growth techniques to determine ionization and attachment 
coefficients in pure CCl2F2 in connection with their studies 
of CC12F2-air mixtures. They extended their measurements 
tomuchhighervaluesofE / N (up to 3000 X 10-21 V m2

). For 
EINabove900X 10-21 V m2,attachmentcouldnotbesepa
rated accurately from the ionization coefficient measure
ments, and A- / N was reported. Between 500 and 800 X 10-21 

V m2
, 'TIl N was found to be slightly dependent Ull gal) den

sity, a result consistent with the findings of Boyd and co
workers. 

In their study of swarm coefficients in mixtures of 
CC12F 2 and nitrogen, Maller and Naidu 89 obtained values of 
alN and 'TIIN in pure CCI2F 2, using spatial current growth 
techniques for 300 <E IN < 750X 10-21 V m2 and the simi
lar pressure current growth technique (see Huxley and 
Crompton's book, Ref. 2, p. 5(0) for E IN up to 3000 X 10-21 

V m2
• Risbud and Naidu90 also fit the experimental data of 

Maller and Naidu. 
Figure 2.19 compares the data for 'TIl N in CCIl F2• With 

the exception of the early measurements, the experimental 
data agree to within ± 15%. Those of Raja Rao are rf'.com
mended as a reasonable working set which extends over the 

~. Phys. Chern. Ref. Data, Vol. 12, No.1, 1983 
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widest range of E IN. The data for alN, compared in Fig. 
2.20, are in good agreement. Those of Raja Raoare recom
mended for E IN up to 900 X 10-21 V m2

• For higher E IN 
those of Maller and Naidu are recommended because Raja 
Rao did not correct for detachment. 

Other Halogenated Hydrocarbons 

A research group at Oak Ridge led by L. G. Christo
phorou has studied attachment in an extensive series ofhaIo
genated hydrocarbons mixed in trace quantities in nonat
taching "carrier," or "buffer" gases, typically Ar, N 2> or 
C2H4• Sampling techniques are used to determine the elec
tron drift velocity, and the pulse-shape method is used to 
detennine the attachment coefficient (see Christophorou's 
book, Ref. 3, p. 441). The product of these quantities rJ WIN, 
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the rate of electron attachment, is thus detennined as a func
tion of E / N. The reader is referred to the original references 
identified below for details of these mixture studies. 

In the swarm-beam technique Christophorou and co
workers91 combined these data with results of electron beam 
measurements to determine the cross section for dissociative 
attachment in the buffer gas. Subsequently Christophorou 
and co-workers92 developed a method for determining cross 
sections from the swarm data alone in cases where electron 
attachment resonances peak sharply at thermal energies. 
Christophorou, McCorkle, and Anderson93 also developed a 
procedure\Vher:~y the: ~el~tr()!! IlHa<::ll!!le!!! 9.r:()~U~.c:tt9!\.as 
a function of electron energy could be unfolded from the 
attachment rates taken in a carrier gas of known distribution 
function, such as nitrogen or argon. To apply these data to 
mixtures with more than a trace of the halogenated hydro
carbons would require a knowledge of elastic and inelastic 
electron scattering cross sections for the halogenated hydro
carbons. 

The distribution function of the carrier gas is normally 
determined from solutions of the Boltzmann equation using 
experimentally determined cross sections for electron colli
sion processes. As shown in Christophomu's book, R~f. 3'
Chap. 4, the nitrogen and argon distribution functions are 
large over adjacent energy ranges. The distribution func
tions for these two gases have been redetermined recently 

_..llsingnewly available cross sections.~95 Thus,thesearesuit
able as carrier gases. The data for an attaching component 
are found to be independent of carrier gas in the region of 
overlapping energy in most cases. 

In a continuing program to identify gaseous dielectrics 
with desirable breakdown characteristics, the Oak Ridge 
gmup has applied theISt: techniques to an extensive series of 
halogenated hydrocarbons.94,96-1oo Christophorou 101 has re
cently reviewed the processes occurring in these systems, the 
data re"111ting from these studies, and related data. The data 
for the halogenated hydrocarbons, presented as originally 
reported as attachment rates as functions of mean electron 
energy, are given in Figs. 2.21 and 2.31. 
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5.3. Oxygen 

Oxygen is of particular interest as a major constituent of 
the most common insulator, air, and has been the subject of 
extensive research. It is one of the gases discussed by Dut-

-ton/-and electron swarm-data in oxygen-have also been re- . 
viewed by Huxley and Crompton,2 Parkes2s and Rees.21 

Oxygen is experimentally difficult because the interaction of 
the electron swarm with the gas molecules is superimposed 
on a complex ion-molecule chemistry, making observations 
difficult to interpret. It is useful to define. three regions of E I 
N, characterized by the relative importance of various elec
tron density-changing processes, in discussing swarm data in 
oxygen. In the low EIN region (EIN<12XIO- 21 Vm2

), 

three-body attachment is the dominant electron density
changing process, and the rapid decrease in n for low E IN 
limits the range of experimental parameters for which Wand 
DN can be mCDSured. 102 In the intermedio.te E IN range, 
between 12 and 60X 10-21 V m2

, two-body dissociative at
tachment becomes significant. For high EIN(>60X 10- 21 

. V m2), detachment occurs and ionization is a major effect. 

a. Drift Velocity, O2 

Both Dutton 1 and Huxley and Crompton2 report the 
results of many measurements of the electron drift velocity 
in oxygen made prior to 1973. For these data in the low E IN 
region, Nelson and Davis34 used the drift-dwell-drift tech
nique to extend measurements down toE IN = 0.01 X 10-21 

V m2
, obtaining values of W considerably larger than those 

calculated by Hake and Phelps, 1O~ the only other data avail
able for comparison for E I Nbelow 0.1 X 10-21 V m2

• Many 
measurements have been made for E IN between 0.2 and 
lOX 10-21 V m 2, typically using the shutter techniques de
scribed in Sec. 3.1. Although there is some dispersion, the 
results of these are in reasonable agreement (see Dutton l

), 

and values of W calculated by Hake and Phelps l03 compare 
well with the measurements. Dutton also reports drift veloc-
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FIGURE 3.1. W for electrons in O2 as a function of E IN. 

ities for the region of high E IN obtained with shutter tech
niques and from studies of pulsed avalanches. 

Recent measurements' have concentrated entirely on 
the region of low E IN. Crompton and Elford 102 used con
ventionalshutter techniques to measure W for E IN between 
0.8 and 12X 10-21 V m2~ They also di~9USS limitatiQ!ls im~ 
posed by this technique o~-the range of experimental param
eters for which accurate measurements of the drift velocity 
in oxygen can be made. Tbey corrected their measurements 
for the effects of both attachment and diffusion with an esti
mated error of <2% for the higher values of E IN and some
what greater for E IN<-l X 10-21 V m2

• Reid and Cromp
ton, 104 using an rftechnique that detects only electrons (and 
not the background negative ions), extended these measure
ments down to 0.14x 10-21 V m2• The uncertainty claimed 
is 5% at the lowest values of E IN and 2% at higher E IN. 
The only other experimental values of Win O2 reported for 
E IN< 1.0 X 10-21 V m2

, those of Nelson and Davis/4 are 
somewhat higher than the recent values of Reid anq Cromp-
ton. , 

Both Masek and co-workers105 and Fournier and co
workers,l06 using conventional two-term expansions, have 
completed numerical solutions of the Boltzmann equation to 
obtain the drift velocity in oxygen. These are compared with 
data of Crompton and Elford and of Reid and Crompton in 
Fig. 3.1. The values calculated by Hake and Phelps lO3 are 
also shown to aid in making comparisons with earlier data. 

The recommended data are those measured by Reid 
and Crompton for E IN between 0.1 and lAX 10.,.-21 V m2 

and by Crompton and Elford for E IN between 1 and 
12 X 10-

21 V m2
• For E IN between 12 and 200 X 10-21 

V w?, lhe Ci:llculatt:d uula Ilgree clu:.dy. FOI E IN above 
200x 10-21 V m2

, the measured data presented by Duttonl 

are recommended. 

b. (Diffusion Coefficlent)/Mobility, O2 

. The data available prior to 1973 on D T I f..L and D L 1f..L in 
oxygen have been reviewed by both Dutton1 and Huxley and 
Crompton.2 Values of DTlf..L measured by Huxley and co-
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In the range of intermediate E IN many measurements 
of 17IN or quantities from which 17IN can be derived, given 
adequate associated data, were' made prior to 1973 and are 
documented by Dutton. 1 There is appreciable scatter in 
these data, some of which can be attributed to experimental 
error or incomplete documentation. Dutton concluded that 
for E IN> 30X 10 21 V m2 themOStreliable17IN data were 
those of Griinbergl15 and Chatterton and Craggs.116 Al
though early data by Huxley l07 was also recommended, it 
has been determined subsequently that a correction for ani
sotropic diffusion should be made to correctly obtain 17IN 
from these data (see Huxley and Crompton, Ref. 2, pp. 492-
495). 

The analysis of the measurements is even more complex 
in theregionofhighE IN (>60X 10-21 V m2) whereioniza
tion, detachment, and charge transfer as well as attachment 
occur. In 1974 Dutton1 pointed out that large uncertainties 
accompanied most reported values of 17IN which has been 
determined by fitting spatial current growth curves. He con-
cluded that in the region where ionization ia aignificant, the 

workers,107 Rees,108 and Naidu and Prasad 109 which have a attachment coefficient is known only to an order of magni-
quoted error of less than 3% are in good agreement with tude. 
values calculated by Hake and Phelps. 103 The only datare- The situation Dutton describes for detachment is. even 
ported recently are those measured by Roznerski and Mech- more indefinite. FItting procedures provided a wide range of 
linska-Drewkollo and those calculated by Masek and co- values including 8 0, although several referencesll7- 119 es-
workersJ05 and by Fournier and co-workerslO6 using tablished the existence of a small, but finite 8 IN. For bOth 
standard Boltzman equation techniques. These are com- attachment and detachment determinations, analyses gener-
pareaiiiFfg-:-T~whic1iaJ.SomclUdeS-vaIues-CafcU1ateo~·-ailyusedincomplete reactIOn-schem~s, and negativ~ ion con-
Hake and Phelps lo3 for comparison. Dutton shows that cent rations were not monitored. 
Hake and Phelps' calculations give a good representation of Dutton rcportcd many valucs of the elcctron growth 
the measured data over an extensive range of E IN (0.01 to· constant, which show general agreement. He also discussed 
l00X 10-21 V m2

). The data measured by Roznerski and the measurements of the ionization coefficient made by 
Mechlenska-Drewko are somewhat lower than the earlier Price, Lucas, and Morruzi,120 who utilized the fact that the 
measured values. The recent calculations agree reasonably addition of small percentages of hydrogen to oxygen gives a 
well with those of Hake and Phelps, which are recommend- mixture which, because of the fast associative detachment 
ed as reliable approximations over a broad energy range. reaction 0- + Hr-+H20 + e, behaves as an electropositive 

Dutton 1 reports a rather large disagreement between gas. Calculations showed that changes in the energy distri-
measured and calculated values of D Lip for low E IN and bution of the mixture due to the hydrogen component were 
suggests that a revision in the cross sections used to obtain negligible, so that an ionization coefficient closely approxi-
the calculated data may be necessary. No new data are avail- mating that for pure oxygen could be accurately determined 
able to clarify the situation. by spatial current growth techniques. 

c. Electron Gain and Loss Processes, 02 

As discussed at the beginning of Sec. 5.3, three regions 
of E IN characterize electron gain and loss processes in oxy
gen. For E IN below 1.2 X 10-21 V m2, experimental results 
clearly document three-body attachment, and these are re
ported and discussed by Dutton. 1 Taniguchi and co
workers 11 I calculated the attachment coefficient for the 
three-body Block-Bradbury process, 

e + O2-.02 -*, 

O2 -* + O2-.02 - + O2, 

using a Boltzmann equation method. The results, shown in 
Ref. 111, Fig. 1, are in reasonable agreement with the obser
vations at low gas number densities. More complex high gas
density effects and attachment cooling are discussed in pa
pers by Crompton and co-workers, I 12 Goans and 
Christophorou,113 Buursen and co-workers,114 and Griin
bergy5 

Several recent studies have been directed toward clarifi-
cation of the confused pictul"e of elect1"Ou gain lmd \o~l'1. "{\l"(\" 
cesses in oxygen at intermediate and high E IN. These stu
dies have typically used analyses incorporating extensive 
reaction schemes. In some cases systems have been moni
tored for various ion concentrations using mass spectro
meters. Also, efforts to distinguish detachment for different 
oxygen ions have led to more detailed notation where lil , 82, 
03 refer to detachment from 0-, O2 -, and 0 3 -, respective
ly. 

As mentioned above, Price, Lucas, and Moruzzi 120 
made ~patjal current-growth measnrements in O 2 ("nntain

ing small amounts of H2 to obtain the ionization coefficient 
(al N) closely corresponding to that for pure O2, These auth
ors also obtained ionization coefficients for O2 using 02-C02 
mixtures and even higher values of E IN. 121 For these mea
surements the claimed uncertainty is ± 2%. Subsequently, 
Price, Lucas, and Moruzzj122 measured spatial current 
growth in pure O2 for E IN between 90 and 150X 10-21 
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V m2
• Their analysis of data taken at N = 33 X 1022 m -3 as

sumes ionization and attachment, charge transfer (0 - + O2 

~2 + 0), detachment from 0-(0- + 02~2 + 0 + e), 
and the ion-conversion reaction (0- + 202~3 - + O2), 

but utilizes the fact that the reaction rate for the latter pro
cess is much less than that for charge transfer. They invoke 
various arguments to support their assumption that detach
ment from O2 - is negligible at N 60X 1022 m-3• They 
utilized the values of <il N obtained with the mixture tech
nique to fit the current growth curves and obtain an "effec
tive attachment coefficient" '1*. Under these experimental 
conditions, '1* can be expressed as a function of the true 
alhtdul1t:nL cuefficient, the rate of charge transfer between 
0- and O2, and 811 N. Taking the values calculated by Lucas 
and co-workers123 as the true attachment coefficient and 
charge-transfer and ion-conversion rates measured by Kins
man and Rees, 124 these authc;>rs also obtained values of 81/ N. 
However, similar measurements at N = 330x 1022 m-3 re
vealed an increase in (a - r]*)IN which they attribute to a 
detachment from 0 3 • This explanation is speculative in the 
absence of ion mass spectra. Davies29 reanalyzed the data of 
Price, and co-workersl22 for E IN = 106 X 10-21 V m2 and 
obtained good agreement with their value of 61/ N. 

In connection with measurements of the excitation dis
cussed in Sec. 5.3.d below, Lawton and Phelps12s used drift 
tube techniques to measure both 111N and alN for EIN 
between 15 and 80 X 10-21 V m2

• In their analysis each coef
ficient requfred knowledge of the value of the other~ The· 
complementary coefficients were, in each case, calculated 
from a set of recommended cross sections chosen so that the 
calculated transport coefficients would be consistent with 
experiment and would have an energy dependence consis
tent with electron beam experiments. 

In an effort to obtain more credible detachment data, 
O'Neill and Craggs126 used a double-gap drift tube arrange
ment in whieh negative ions were formed in the first 
chamber and detached in the second. The relative concentra
tions of negative oxygen ions entering the second gap could 
be selected to be primarily O2 - or 0 3 -. These authors incor
porated a mass spectrometer in their apparatus to monitor 
both negative ion and impurity concentrations, and deter
mined that most of the 0 3 - was depleted by charge transfer 
from 0 3 to O. They invoked an extensive reaction scheme 
in their fit to spatial current growth curves to obtain a self
consistent set of swarm coefficients for ionization (al N), 
charge tramsfer (0- + 02--02 - + 0 and 0 3 - + 0 
--03 + 0-) and collisional detachment from O2 - and 0-, 
assuming a constant value ofr]/N of 1.8X 10-22 m2 over the 
range of EIN considered (123 to 169><10-21 Vm2). As 
shown in Fig. 3.3 and the discussion below, the latter approx
imation is reasonable. Measurements showed no depen
dence on gas density over the range from 65 to 195X 1022 

m -3. The detachment coefficient for O2 - was reported to be 
more than 20 times less than that for 0-. 

From studies of electron avalanches in oxygen, at gas 
densities between 3.3 and 26X 1022 m- 3, FrommholdJ27 ob
tained rates for detachment from an ion which he identified 
as 0-. Subsequently Goodson. Corbin. and FrommholdJ28 

used electron avalanche methods to study detachment in 
oxygen for E I Nbetween 80 and 400 X 10-21 V m2

• The reae-
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tion scheme used in their analysis excludes 0-, but includes 
the effects of ionization, attachment and detachment for 
O2 -, 0 3 -, and 0 4 - and assumes the presence of positive 
ions. These authors claim that the initial dominant concen
tration of 0- is depleted very rapidly by detachment, and 
the measurements observe a second, slower detachment 
which the authors attribute to the reaction 
O2 - + 02---+e + 202, 

Corbin and Frommb6ldJ29 used the method of time
resolved avalanche pUlses in Hz-02 mixtures to obtain values 
of alN in O2 for E IN between 100 and 200X 10-21 V m2

• 

The reaction scheme used in their analysis assumed the pres
ence of four negative-ionsU=~ 02--=~O;-=;-anab~ arid of . 
positive ions. Although the rates of various reactions involv
ing these ions are not well established, these authors quote an 
uncertainty of ± 5% for the alN reported. 

In his review of negative ion/molecule reactions, 
Parkes25 calculated the detachment'rate for 0- using two 
different energy distribution function!: for the negative oxy
gen ions: the first was a simple Maxwellian distribution func
tion and the second, a distribution shifted to higher energies, 
as suggested by Rebentrost. l30 He questions Goodson, Cor
bin, and Frommhold's interpretation of their experiment as 
yielding detachment data for O2 • 

In connection with measurements of breakdown vol
tages in oxygen, Dlail and Whittingloll13 

I rnea:sured It I Nby 
the Townsend curtent_8!owth-.!~c@ique and fOf...E.!.N. 
betwee~ 100 and 2ooXlO-21 V m2 and gas densities up to 
1000 X 1022 m - 3

, but did not attempt to separate coefficients 
describing the various contributing processes (attachment, 
ionization, detachment). For Nbelow 300 X 1022 m -3 and at 
a given E IN, a slight increase of.il.. IN with decreasing N was 
reported. 

Masek and co-workers, 132.133 using the traditional two
term Boltzmann analysis and a selected set of cross sections, 
calculated lbt: twu-body attachment coefflcient and the ioni
zation coefficient. 

Lucas, Price, and Morruzzi123 used a somewhat modi
fied technique employing a less extensive set of cross sections 
to solve the Boltzmann equation for the distribution func
tion and iterative fits to various transport and swarm coeffi
cients. As the drift velocities available to Lucas and co
workers exhibited a wide dispersion, the calculations were 
done for two different sets of drift velocities; first, those of 
Naidu and PrasadlO9 and second, a combined set using low 
E I Nvalues of Nielsen and Bradbury139 and highH / N values 
of FromJ;nhold. 127 Thus, attachment coefficients corre
sponding to both sets of drift velocities were calculated, and 
define a band of values of 111N for E IN in the intermediate 
and high range. 

Wagner135 incorporated an extended reaction scheme 
to reanalyze the spatial current growth measurements of 
Prasad and Craggs 136 and Sukhum, Prasad, and Craggs 137 to 
obtain 'lIN, alN, and 811N for E IN between 90 and 
155X 10-21 V m2• Detachment from O2 - and 0 3 - were not 
included, although charge transfer was included, in this 
analysis and the detachment coefficient probably represents 
a composite of all detachment processes. 

Figures 3.3-3.6 display the results of these l·eceut stu
dies on electron gain and loss processes in oxygen. 
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Figure 3.3 compares attachment data in the intermedi
ate and high E IN regions obtained from the recent studies 
discussed in the preceding paragraphs. These include 1]IN 
measured and calculated by Lawton and Phelps,125 1]* IN 
measured by Price an~ co-workers/22 ll/~.£~!~!!!~_t~~y 

-Masek and co-workers, 1331]IN calculated by Lucas and co
workers123 using the drift velocity data of Naidu and Pra
sad,I09 "lIN calculated by Lucas and co-workers using the 
drift velocity data of Nielsen and Bradbury139 and Fromm
hold, m and finally, those obtained by Wagner135 in his rean
alysis of earlier data. To serve as a guide in making compari
sons with earlier work reported by Dutton,1 the data of Hake 
and Phelpslo3 are also included in this figure. 

Because 1]*1 N reported by Price and co-workers repre
sents a composite of attachment and detachment, it is ex
pected to be lower than the data for 1]1 N reported by the 
other workers, as shown in the figure. The rapid drop in 1]1 N 
for E IN above 9.0 X 10-21 V m 2 is, however, ineonsiste~t 
with theory and cannot be attributed to detachment. The 
data calculated by Lucas and co-workers are high for E IN 
below 20 and low for E IN above 20 X 10-2 

I V m2 • With the 
exception of these data sets, the other results shown are in 
reasonable agreement for E IN above 20X 10-21 V m2 and 
anyone (for example, the data calculated by Masek since it 
extends over the broadest range of E IN) may be recommend
ed in this region of E IN with an estimated uncertainty of 
20%. For E IN below 20X 10-21 V m2

, the various calculat
ed data exhibit broad dispersion, as does the earlier experi
mental data reported by Dutton. 1 Clearly, no recommenda
tions can be made on data for 1]1 N in this region of E IN, and 
measurements are needed to determine reliable values. 

Figure 3.4 compares the swarm coefficients for detach
ment from 0- (o/N) derived by Price and co-workersll2 

and by Wagner135 with those measured by O'Neill and 
Craggs 11." and calculated by Parkes.:l~ A few points from the 
early data of Frommhold127 who obtained the inverse of the 
detachment rate from an ion which he identifies as 0- are 
also included in this figure. The conversion of the original 
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Frommhold data to this representation used the relationship 
DIIN = kzlW 0-' Here W 0- is the 0- drift velocity ob
tained from the reduced mobilities measured by Snuggs and 
co~workersl38 at low gas densities (between 0.17 and 
0.24 X 1022 m -3) and extrapolated to E IN values compatible 
with Frommhold's measurements. The rate constants calcu
lated by Parkes for a non-Maxwellian energy distribution 
were also converted to swarm coefficients using 0- drift 
velocities determined from Snuggs' data. The data of O'Neill 
and Craggs are considerably lower than the others. Parkes25 

points out that these values would be increased if the charge
transfer process 0 3 - + Or~.()3 + O2 - were included in the 
analysis used to obtain them. Figur~ 3.4 uemuushatt:li the 
broad dispersion in the OliN data. 

Figure 3.5 compares the detachment rates measured by 
Frommhold 127 and interpreted as due to detachment from 
0- with those measured by Goodson, Corbin, and Fromm
hold 12S and interpreted as due to detachment from O2 -. 

The picture of detachment in oxygen is still cloudy and 
can be clarified only with more work incorporating identifi
cation of the specific ions present, their concentrations, ener
gy distributions, and the reactions in which they participate. 
No recommendations concerning reliable data can be ml1de 
at this time. 

Figure 3.6 compares the recent data on al N in oxygen, 
i.e., measured by Price and co_workers,120,121 Lawton and 
Phelps, 125 Corbin: __ ~d ___ f!Qtpmh.9Jd, 129 _Q'NeilL_mtcl 
Cf!lggs~i2('-andc:llculated by Lawton and Phelps125 and by 
Masek and co-workers. 133 These data are in reasonable 
agreement with the exception of those of Corbin and 
Frommhold. which are considerably lower than the others. 
Corbin and Frommhold suggest that while their measure
ments include only the effect of instantaneous iun.iz.atioJl 

(which occurs in times < lO-s s), a Penning-type process 
between excited and ground-state oxygen molecules (which 
takes about 10-6 s) may enhance the values of al N obtained 

. by steady-state techniques. The data reported by Price and 
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reported hy Masek. all data Were taken from Blair and Whit
tington (Ref. 131). 
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co-workers, which are the most complete and consistent, are 
recommended to the user asa reasonable working set. 

Figure 3.7 compares values of A IN measured by Blair 
and Whittington l3l for Nbetween 82.5 and 660X 1022 m-3 

with those calculated by Masek and co-workers.133 These 
experimental data are recommended as a reasonable approx
imation to.:t IN in oxygen, but the reader should be aware 
that comparable data compiled by Dutton I displayed con
siderable scatter for E IN between 100 and 150X 10-21 

V m2
• Uncertainties of the order of ± 20% should be as

signed to these data. 

d. Excitation CoeffiCient, o. 
Using drift tube techniques and measuring the absolute 

intensity of the 762 nm band emission, Lawton and Phelps 125 

obtained the excitation coefficient for the b I~: state of O2, 
i.e., the number of b I ~g+ molecules produced per centi
meter of electron drift per O2 molecule. This coefficient in
cludes excitation of the b I~: state via cascading from high
er molecular states. In comparing these with excitation 
coefficients calculated using cross sections measured by 
beam techniques, the authors find the values measured by 
drifl tube techniques are,. much higher except for E I 
N < 8 X 10-21 V m2. They find that the excitation coefficient 
for the b ll:; state is very nearly equal to the sum of the 
excitation coefficients for the b I~: and aU higher states, 

. - Le;,-apparentlyaJl of these excited states collisionally relax to 
the b l~t state. Masek and co-workersB3 also calculated 
the rate for direct exc.itation to the h 1 "£,,+ state with no cas
cading using known cross sections. These have been convert
ed to d N using the drift velocities calculated by Masek and 
co-workers105 and are compared with the Lawton and 
Phelps data in Fig. 3.8. 

5.4. Air 

Spatial transport and swarm parameters that describe 
the behavior of electron swarms in air, the most common of 
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FIGURE 3.8. Excitation coefficient for the b Il:t state of O2 as a function of 
E IN. With the exception of those reported by Masek, all data 
were taken from Lawton and Phelps (Ref. 125). 
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gaseous insulators, are important in understanding its break
down properties as well as in modeling the upper atmo
sphere. However, these data have not been systematically 
studied, partly because the composition of "air" is not al
ways clearly defined but may vary in water vapor and carbon 
dioxide content. For the remainder of this discussion, dry 
CO2-free air is defitied as 21 % oxygen and 79% nitrogen, 
and much of the data presented here refer to this mixture. 
We have included some data which qualitatively describe the 
effect of the addition of water on the transport properties of 
air. 

The electronegative properties of air arise from disso
ciative attachment to its oxygen component, but differ-from· 
those in pure oxygen because subsequent detachment and 
ion-molecule reactions are strongly influenced by the nitro
gen component of the air. Thus, as in oxygen (see Sec. 5.3), 
three regions of E IN are defined: below 12X 10-21 V m2, 

three-body attachment to O2 is the dominant process; 
between E IN = 12 and l00X 10-21 V m2

, two-body disso
ciative attachment to O? occurs; and above lOOx 10-21 

V m2
, ionization of both O2 and N2 are also large effects. In 

the intermediate and high E IN regions, interactions of the 
negative oxygen ions with other gas constituents occur. The 
swarm data for air compiled by Dutton I are not extensive 
and show considerable scatter in the electron growth con
stant and, especially, the attachment coefficient. 

Few additional data have been reported since 1973. 

a. Drift Velocity, Air 

The data compiled by Dutton 1 include drift velocities in 
air reported by Nielsen and Bradbury139 and by Hessen
auer140 in the region of E IN below lOX 10-21 V m2, and by 
Ryzko1H and Frommbold127 in the region of E IN above 
100 X 10-21 V ml, but no data measured forintermediateE I 
N. Also data calculated for the entire range of E IN by Hey
len,142 who assumed a Maxwellian energy distribution and 
an estimated energy dependence of the cross sections, were 
reported. These measurements and calculated data agree re
markably well. 

In view of the broad interest in air and inconsistencies in 
other transport data in air, Rees143 reexamined the electron 
drift velocity in dry COl-free air for gas densities between 33 
and 165 X IOZ2 m-3 and E IN between 0.4 and 12X 10-21 

V m2
• The measured values were corrected for diffusion ef

fects. Hegerberg and Reid 144 extended drift velocity mea
surements in dry CO2-free air to lower E IN (0.1 X 10-21 

Vm2) for gas densities between 10 and 33XI022 m-3 and 
made corrections for attachment. The length ofthe drift tube 
excluded the need for a lateral diffusion correction. 

The electron drift velocities in dry air measured by 
Nielsen and Bradbury, Hessenauer, Rees, and Hegerberg 
and Reid are compared in Fig. 4.1. The more recent data 
display somewhat lower values, possibly because the earlier 
investigators made no corrections for diffusion. The data of 
Hegerberg and Reid are slightly below those of Rees, presu
mably because the attachment correction was not made for 
the latter data. These two data sets agree, however, to within 
the combined error limits and taken together form the data 
set recommended as most reliahle. 
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FIGURE 4.1. W for electrons in air as a function of E / N. 

Milloy and co-workersl4s used shutter techniques to 
study the effect on the drift velocity of the addition of 1.5% 
water vapor (50% relative humidity) to dry CO2-free air. 
Figure 4.2 compares their measurements with those of Rees 
for dry air (repeating Rees' data from Fig. 4.1). The presence 
of water resulted in a large increase in the drift velocity for 
low E IN. Milloy also measured the drift velocity in dry air 
containing 5% CO;;a large increase in W for-.:l~7Nbelow
l.Ox 10-21 V m2 was reported. 

For E INbetween'130and 160X 10-21 V m2, Ryzko141 
measured the drift velocity in air containing 16% water va
por as well as in dry air and found the drift velocity approxi· 
mately 7% higher in the moist air. 

From the data of Milloy and ofRyzko, the conclusion is 
that the presence of water vapor increases the drift velocity 
in air. The increase is, however, specific to the particular 
mixtures studied and cannot be used for quantitative predic
tions for other cases. 
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b. (Diffusion Coefficient)/Mobllity, Air 

Early ~easurements of DT/p, in air were.reported by 
Townsend and Tizard,146 Bailey,147 and Huxley and Zaa
ZOU. 148 These measurements were somewhat suspect due to 
gas composition and also because at low gas densities and a 
given E IN, values varied with N. Crompton, Huxley, and 
Sutton 149 suggested that this effect was due to negative ions 
which contributed to the current in the central disk of the 
anode. To correct for this effect, they derived D J lit from 
ratios of currents on adjacent rings of the anode, excluding 
the center disk, and found their results to be self-consistent 

-~as··the-~as density was varied -forEIN ~ between· 0.3 -and 
60X 10-21 V m2, Rees and JorylS0 used a similar technique 
to extend measurements to higher E IN (110 X 10-21 V m2). 
Dutton 1 compared the results of Crompton and co-workers 
with those of Rees and Jory and of Townsend and Tizard. 
The first two data sets are in good agreement, but somewhat 
higher at low E IN, than the third data set which was taken in 
air containing COl' 

Raja Rao and GoVinda Raju151 repeated measurements 
over a range of experimental parameters· similar to those 
chosen by Crompton and co-workers. but used an analysis 
depending on the current to the center disk of the anode as 
well as to the annular rings. 

In view of the absence of any measured values of DT/p, 
forEINabove nux 10-21 V m2

, Maller and Naiduu2 used 
-tneTownseno=-Huxley fecliliique (see Sec-:-~3~2) to extend 

measurements of DTlp, in dry air up to 1500X 10-21 V m2. 
The analysis used in the works discussed so far did not 

allow for the presence of secondary electrons due to ioniza
tion for high E IN. In fact, Rees and JorylS0 demonstrated 
that the error due to omission of ionization from the analY1l1s 
is negligible for E IN, 1l0X 10-21 V m2. Lakshminara
simha and Lucas154 measured the radial distribution of the 
anode current and used a computer analysis which includes 
secondary electrons to obtain DTlp,. These results, which 
were reported at approximately the same time as those of 
Maller and Naidu, also extended the range of E INto much 
higher values than previous measurements. 

With the exception of the very early work, the measured 
values of D TIp, in dry air are compared in Fig. 4.3. The data 
of Raja Raofor E IN below lOX 10-21 V m2 are somewhat 
lower than those of Crompton and co-workers; the data of 
Maller and Naidu and those of Lakshminarasimha and Lu
cas diverge slightly for E IN above 800 X 10-21 V m2

• Other
wise, the data displayed are in good agreement. The data of 
Crompton and co-workers are recommended for E IN 
between 0.3 and 60X 10-21 V m2, and the data ofRees and 
Jory, for E IN between 60 and 110 X 10 21 V m2

• For higher 
E IN, the data of Lakshminarasimha and Lucas are recom
mended. 

Maller and Naidu 152 also measuredD TIp, for humid air 
(relative humidity =55% at 293 K) for E I Nbetween 30 and 
1500X 10-21 V m2. These data show thatDT/p, is somewhat 
higher for the humid air for low E IN, but above 250 X 10-21 

V m2 the results are the same for both mixtures. These data 
give some indication of the influence of humidity on D TIp" 
but are insufficient to provide the basis for general conclu
sions. 
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c. Electron Gain and Loss Processes, Air 

The early work on electron gain and loss processes in air 
discussed by Dutton1 includes many measurements of the 
attachment coefficient and electron growth constant. Most 
of this work was carried out using ambient air heated to 
remove H20, but not C02~ Th~I!t!aS.ll!!ten!Jl~tafor alLval::.. 
-ueS of E IN--dIsplay considerable scatter. A density depen
dence indicative of three-body attachment for E IN below 
12 X 10-21 V m2, sucJJ. as is observed in pure oxygen, was . 
reported by Hessenauer,14O although the effect was not as 
clearly demonstrated as in pure oxygen. In the region of E IN 
ahove 85 X 10-21 V m 2, most of the work has indicated some 
detachment, but the reported values of t) IN range from zero 
to 15 X 10-22 m2• . 

The electron growth constant data are also scattered, 
particularly for E IN between 100 and 150X 10-21 V m2. 
This scatter is attributed to an N dependence of A IN. For 
higher E IN, values oCA IN taken in mercury-contaminated 
air agree with the data of Raja Rao and Govinda Raju,IS5 . 
who extended measurements of the ionization coefficient in 
mercury-free dry 'air to high values of E IN (2825 X 10-21 

V m2), Attachment was assumed negligible in their analysis, 
and no consistent results indicating finite detachment coeffi
cients were obtained. 

Only two recent papers have reported electron swann 
coefficients in dry air. Maller and Naidu1s2 extended trans
port coefficient measurements to highE IN and reported val
ues of alN as a by-product, although they did not discuss 
attachment or detachment. 

Morum and price1S6 reported observations of current 
growth curves in dry air. An expected departure of these 
curves from exponential due to electron attachment was not 
observed. They interpret this as being due to a rapid detach
ment mechanism which masks the presence of attachment 
and suggest the reaction 0- + N2*-products + e (where 
N2 * indicates an excited nitrogen molecule) as the detach
ment process. These authors conclude an "effective" attach
ment coefficient (incorporating both attachment and detach
ment) of 1J*IN <3x 10-24 m2. Attempts by Comer and 
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FIGURE 4.4. al N in air as a function of E IN. 

Schulz1S7 and by Fehsenfeld and co-workers l58 to observe 
this ion-molecule reaction direCtly using ground state N2 at 
room temperature have led to apparently conflicting results. 
If the excited species proposed by Moruzzi and Price is pro
duced by electron impact excitation, then the detachment 
rate would be a function of the electron current used in the 
drift-tube measurements, but these authors did not investi

-gate the current dependenceoft:nei'r observations. 
As no new data for 1]1 N in air have been reported since 

Duttonl published his review, no associated figure is includ
ed here. The data on al N in dry air measured by Raja Rao 
and Govinda Raju, ISS MaUer and Naidu,152 and Moruzzi 
and Price, 156 compared in Fig. 4.4, agree with the exception 
of the Maller data which are somewhat low forB IN below 
500 X 10-21 V m2. The Raja Rao data are recommended as a 
consistent working set for E IN above 300 X 10-21 V m2. the , 
Moruzzi data are recommended for E INbelow 300 X 10-:11 

V m2
• No calculations for the electron growth constant in air 

have been published. 
Kuffel159 , used spatial current growth techniques to 

study the effect of humidity on the breakdown voltage in air. 
For air containing 2.8% water vapor, an increase in 1]IN of 
between 1.5 and 7 for E I Nbetween 50 and 100 X 10 -21 V m2 

was observed. 
Prasad and Craggs,16O also investigating the effect of 

humidity on the breakdown properties of air, determined 1f1 
Nand al N for mixtures of water vapor in air by observing 
spatial growth of prebreakdown currents. They also report
ed a definite increase in 1fIN and a small increase in alN 
with increasing water vapor content. 

5.5. Water 

Although water is an important constituent of mix
tures, e.g., of air as an insulating gas and of the atmosphere, 
properties of swarms in pure water vapor have not been ex
tensively studied nor has the existing ,data been previously 
collected. Water is characterized by three regions of E IN. 
The region below 30X 10-21 V m2 has been the subject of 
some controversy which is discussed in Sec. 5.5.3. A narrow 
intermediate region for E IN between 30 and 60X lO-:lI 

V m2 is characterized by the two-body dissociative attach
ment process e + H 20-+H- + OH. In the high E IN region 
beginning at 60X 10-21 V m2, relatively weak ionization as 
well as attachment occurs. 

Early studies by Bailey and Duncanson162 used the in
direct magnetic and electric field technique to measure the 
drift velocity (see Dutton, Ref. 1, Sec. 3.1), the Townsend 
energy factor k T' and the attachment coefficient. These data 

. are subsequently found to be in serious disagreement with 
later measurements of these swarm parameters and were 
also demonstrated to be inconsistent with electron beam 
data on attac:hIllent (see for ex:ampl~,J~,!<f._lt!3). Cons~!l~l!t~ 
ly, these dam will not be considered further in this article. 

a. Drift VelOCity. H20 

After the work of Bailey and Duncanson, the first mea
surements of the electron drift velocity in water were made 
by Pack, VoshaJ1, and Phelps,l64 who used drift tube sam
pling techniques for E IN between 1 and 60X 10-21 V m2

• 

Shortly thereafter, in connection with their measurements 
on mixtures, Lowke and Rees165 reported measurements for 
pure water using similar techniques over approximately the 
same range of E IN .. In an extensive study comparing trans
po~ properties in water vapor and deuterated water vapor, 
Wtlson and co-workers,l66 also reported drift velocities ob
t~ined using sampling technique..c;. In his studies relating the 

--dlpole moment-to scatteringcross--sections,-£-hristo
~horou 167 measured drift velocities of 34 polar molecules, 
mc1uding water. Ryzko141.168 used avalanche techniques to 
extend these measurements to higher values of E IN. These 
various data are given in Fig. 5.1 and are in good agreement. 
In calculations ofthe longitudinal diffusion coefficient using 
the ~fadiellt expansioll method, Lowke and Parker (Ref. 
1~9, Appendix II) also obtained drift velocities in water. As 
shown in Fig. 5.1, these values of Ware in good agreement 
with the experimental data, The data ml"..asured hy Lowke 
and Rees are recommended for E IN between 1 and 
60X 10-21 V m2

• For higher EIN, the data of Ryzko, which 
are consistent with other measurements and most complete, 
are recommended. 
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FIGURE 5.1. W for electrons in H20 as a function of E IN. 
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data of Crompton and co-workers are recommended for E I 
N between 60 and 180X 10-22 V m2.For E IN below 
20X lO- z1 V m2, both theory and experiment indicate that 
electrons are thermal. Theory may not give an accurate de
scription ofDTlfl as a function of E IN forE IN between 20 
and 60X 10-21 V m2 because of an inadequate knowledge of 
electron collision cross sections. There is clearly a need for 
measurements in this region. For the longitudinal case, 
agreement between the measured and calculated data is also 
reasonable in the region of E IN where they overlap, both 
indicatingamaximumaroundE IN = 65 X 10-21 V m2

• The 
_ measured-data-are recommended for the E IN range where 
available. 

O.OI+----.,-----,-----,------i c. Electron Gain and Loss Processes, H20 
o 50 100 150 

E/N (10-21 Vm 2
) 

. FIGURE 5.2. DT/p. in HP as a function of E IN. 

200 Early work by Bradbury and Tatel l7l included a gen
eral investigation of negative-ion formation in water vapor. 
Below 39X 10-21 V m 2, thes.e :mthot"R det.ected an attach
ment process, the probability of which increased with gas 
density. They attributed this to attachment to the small ag-

b. (Diffusion Coefftclent)/Mobfllty, H20 gregates of water molecules which form as condensation ap-
With the exception of the data of Bailey and Duncan- proaches. At 30X 1O-z1 V m2, they detected the threshold 

son, the only measurements of DTlfl in water vapor were for a second attachment process that increased rapidly with 
made by Crompton, Rees, and Jory163.170 using the radial EIN,whichtheyattributedtothetwo-bodydissociativepro-
diffusion techniques (described in Sec. 3.2) for E I Nbetween cess, e + HZ<)-~H- + OH. 
60 and 18QxlO-~IY_m2.1n the only measurements of-DL/-----In-studies-on-the-effect of humidity on the breakdoWn 
fl, Wilson and co-workersl66 employed drift tube techniques voltage in air, Kuifel1s9 employed spatial current growth 
for E I Nbetween 4 and 75 X 1021 V m2. Lowke and Parker169 technique.c; to determine the attachment coefficient in water 
used for the first time the gradient expansion method of solu- vapor for E I Nbetween 2 and 75 X 10-21 V m2. As Kuffel did 
tion of the Boltzmann equation, which requires the solution not consider ionization in his analysis, the quantity reported 
of additional equations, with the unpublished cross sections was (1] - a)1 Nor - A IN. In the low E IN region (below 
of Cohen and Phelps to calculateDT/p andDL/fl. Further 39X 10-21 V mZ

), Kuffel reported an effect similar to that 
analysis ofHzO using recently developed techniques for so- seen by Bradbury and Tatel, an apparent attachment which 
lution of the Boltzmann equation13 is desirable. increased with gas density and decreased with E IN. 

These data are presented in Figs. 5.2 and 5.3. For the Moruzzi and Phelps 112 surveyed negative ion formation 
transverse case, the measured and calculated values agree in water vapor using an rf mass spectrometer coupled to an 
reasonably well over their common range of E IN, but the electron drift tube. Although many hydrated negative ions 
calculated data extend to much lower E IN. The measured werenh!:erven, nnnegativeion!:weredetectedfor E INbelow 

30X 10-21 V m2• Similarly, Pack, Voshall and Phelpsl64 
found no evidence of attachment in water vapor at the satu':' 
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ration gas del)sity below 30X 10-21V m:. Parr and Mor-
uzzi173 observed no attachment below 39 X 10-21 V m Z

, and 
Wilson and co-workers l66 observed no negative ions below· 
30X 10-21 V m2. Ai. demonstrated by Moruzzi and 
Phelps 172 and Pack and Phelps, 174 when oxygen is present in 
water vapor, attachment processes leading to formation of 
complex negative ions occur at low E IN. Thus the presence 
of impuritiell ill the probable explanation for the negative ion 

formation atE INbelow 30x 10-21 V m2 observed by Brad
bury and Tate1 and by Kuffel. 

In connection with breakdown studies in water vapor, 
Prasad and Craggs160 obtained attachment and ionization 
coefficients using spatial current growth techniques for E IN 
between 80 and 150X 10-21 V m2. Subsequently, Cromp
ton, Rees, and Jory163.170 completed measurements of DTlp 
discussed in the previous section, and from further analysis 
of their radial diffusion data, obtained the attachment coeffi
cient for E IN between 70 and 180X 10-21 V m 2 _ Their anal
ysis utilized ionization coefficients of Prasad and Craggs, 160 
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FIGURE 5.4. 1]1 N in H20 as a function of E IN. 

which later work suggests may be in error. Reanalysis of the 
data of Crompton, Rees, and lory using more reliable ioniza
tion data would he d~f:irahlf\. 

In view of the large discrepancies between the data of 
Crompton and co-workers and those of earlier workers (Bai
ley and Duncanson, Kuffel, Prasad and Craggs) in the region 
of intermediate and high 1UN1-R}"~ko~~~~~e(UQe_p.uls~d 
Townsend discharge technique to measure the attachment 
and ionization coefficients for E IN between 70 and 
190X 10-21 V m2• . 

In a further attempt to establish the attachment coeffi
cient, Risbud and Naidu175 repeated measurements using a 
flulf:eci Townf:f\riil ilif:charge for E IN between 60 and 
180X 10-21 V m2 and report both 1JIN and aiN. 

With the intention of clarifying the controversy on at
tachment in the low E IN region, Parr and Moruzzi 173 used a 
pulsed Townsend discharge to measure (a -1J)/ N in wa
ter vapor for EINbetween 0 and 90X 10-21 Vm2• No at
tachment was observed below 39X 10-21 V m2. These auth
ors used the ionization coefficients of Ryzko168 for E IN 
above 60x 10-21 V m2 to obtain 1JIN from their data. 

The attachment coefficients in water obtained by these 
authors are compared in Fig. 5.4. The data of Ryzko168 and 
Risbud and Naidu 175 are in general agreement with regard to 
E IN dependence, but somewhat lower than those of Parr 
and Moruzzi, which are recommended for E IN between 40 
and 70X 10-21 V m2. The data of Prasad and Craggsl60 are 
in serious disagreement with the other four data sets for E I 
N> lOOX 10-21 V m2. 

The ionization coefficients measured by Prasad and 
Craggs, 160 Ryzko, 170 and Risbud and Naidu, 175 compared in 
Fig. 5.5, disagree in the region of common E IN. The data of 
Risbud and Naidu, which extend over a larger range of E IN 
than the others, are recommended as a good working set, but 
the reader is cautioned to assign to them an uncertainty of 
±20%. 

5.6. Carbon Dioxide 
Current interest in carbon dioxide is high due to its use 

in high power lasers, usually as a mixture constituent. Work 

directed toward understanding laser mixtures has frequently 
included data for pure CO2 , Swarm data available prior to 
1973 have been compiled by both Dutton1 and Huxley and 
Crompton.2 Carbon dioxide is characterized by three re
gions of E IN. Below 50X 10-21 V m2, neither attachment 
nor ionization occur; between 50 and 90 X 10-21 V m2, two
body dissociative attachment is the dominant process; and 
above 90X 10-21 V m2, both attachment and ionization oc
cur. 

a. Drift VelOCity, CO2 

Dutton I_compiled the_extensiye data_on.drift yelO.Qities._ 
in eo.rbon dioxide available prior to 1973. For E IN below 
30X 10-21 V m2 these can be represented by the measure
ments of Pack, Voshall, and Phelpsl64 which extend from 
0.05 to 20X 10-21 V m2 and are in excellent agreement with 
values calculated by Hake and Phelps 10 using a set of cross 
sections taken from data available in 1967 and by the mea
surements of Elford176 for which the error is estimated to be 
less than 1 %. There wen~ no data available in the range of E I 
Nbetween 20 and 100X 10-21 V m2, but Dutton compiled 
measured drift velocities for higher values of E IN. Data 
were o1so presented. which demonstrated that W decreases 
with increasing gas density at low E IN. 

In view of the gap in drift velocity data for E I Nbetween 
20 and lOOX 10-21 V m2, Elford and Haddad177 extended 
.earliermeasurementsof-Elford!l~at·293K-up-to~O~-1O-21 
V m2 and also made measurements at 193, 224, 256, and 573 
K and over a range of gas number densities. They have con
firmed that W decreases linearly with increasing gas density 
at temperatures below 293 K. 

In connection with studies of gas laser mixtures, two 
rccent measurements of the drift velocity iu pun:: caroou 
dioxide were made by time-of-flight techniques. Those by 
Saelee and co-workers178 encompass the region of E IN for 
which no data were previously available, i.e., for E IN 
between 5.6 and 700 X 10-21 V m2. Those of Sierra and co
workers179 were made for E IN between 3 and 90X 10-21 
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FIGURE 6.1. W for electrons in CO2 as a function of E / N. 

Kucukarpaci and Lucas180 recently reported results of 
a Monte Carlo calculation of electron swarm parameters uti
lizing an extensive set of cross sections for electron collision 
processes in carbon dioxide. These calculations obtained the 
electron drift velocity for a very wide range of E IN; 25 < E I 
N< 4.~JXlx 10-:-21 V m: ... ___ _ 

Figure 6.1 compares the recent drift velocity data for 
carbon dioxide. Also included are the earlier data of Hake 
and Phelps103 and ofSchlumbohm181 to aid the user in mak
ing comparisons with the data compiled by Dutton. These 
data are in good agreement with the exceptions of those Sier
ra and co-workers for E IN between 3 and lOX 10-'" V In' 

and of Schlumbohm for very high E IN. For low E IN, the 
data of Elford are recommended as the most reliable. For 
high E IN. the data calculated by K nCllkarpaci and LuC'.as 
are recommended as a reasonable approximation with an 
uncertainty of ± 10%. 

b. (Diffusion Coefficient)/Moblllty, CO2 

In the region of E IN < 20X 10-21 V m2
, the data for 

D Tip considered as most reliable by Dutton 1 were those 
which extrapolated to approximate DThlp as E IN de
creased toward zero, where DTh is the thermal diffusion co
efficient. These data are from Rees182 and from Warren and 
P"rker. 1

!l3 In the region of E IN between 10 and 60X 10 21 

V m2, data for D Tip are expected to be reasonably accurate 
due to the absence of attachment and ionization, and the 
various data sets reported by Dutton are in good agreement. 
Above 60X 10-21 V m2

, where attachment occurs but the 
attachment coefficient is not known accurately, the data are 
represented by the results of Rees182 who made corrections 
for ionization, but not attachment. Rees estimates the re
ported values of D Tip are low by from 4 to 9%. Dutton also 
reviewed investigations of the temperature dependence of 
D T I J1. in CO2 where calculated and measured results are in 
agreement. 

Data on DL/p in CO2 included measurements over a 
limited range oflow E IN by Wagner and co-workers 153 and 
for highE I Nby Schlumbohm,161 as well as values calculated 
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FIGURE 6.2. DTI Jl in CO2 as a function of E IN (low E IN). 

by Lowke and Parker169 which agree with the measured data 
for EINbeiow 30X 10-21 V m2. 

Roznerski and Mechlinska-DrewkoH!4 used standard 
steady-state Townsend techniques to measure D Tip in car
bon dioxide. In the region of E IN> 50 X 10-21 V m2, the 
analysis requires ionization and attachment coefficients and 
D ilp to determine D T I pfronrthe raw data::Tnese authors 
completed a thorough analysis for EIN between 0.3 and 
185 X 10-21 V m2 184 and subsequently published measured 
values for E IN up to 277 X 10-21 V m2

•
110 

Lakshminarasimha and co-workers l85 extended mea
surements fromE IN of 28 up to 1500X 10-21 V m2 using a 
limiting case analysis which excludes the need for accurate 
values of the other parameters (TJ,a,D Lip). They claim their 
obtained values of DT/p are uncertain by ± 5%. 

Kueukarpad and Lucas, ao ill-their Monte Carlo calcu-
lations which assume that inelastic collisions result in aniso
tropic scattering, obtained both DT/p and DL/p for E IN 
between 12 and 3000 X 10-21 V m2

• These calculations were 
not extended to very low E IN. 
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FIGURE 6.3.D T IJl in CO2 as a function of E IN. 
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In their time-of-flight experimeptsl Saelee and co- The discussion of recent results requires comparisons to 
workers178 measured DL/fL for EIN between 28 and some of these earlier data, specifically the following: early 
700 X 10-21 V m2, partially bridging the gap in earlier data. measurements of 1JIN and alN by Bhalla and Craggs186 

Figure 6.2 compares data for D T I fL in the region of E IN were obtained using standard spatial current growth techni-
below lOX 10-21 V m2. The recent data of Roznerski and ques for E IN between 78 and 150X 10-21 V m2. Chatterton 
Mechlinska-Drewko are slightly higher than the earlier data and Craggs187 used sampling techniques to extend measure-. 
of Rees and of Warren and Parker. The latter two data sets, ments of 1JIN down to E IN = 45 X 10-21 V m2. Schlum-
recommended by Dutton,1 are still considered the mostreli- bohm85 used an alternate technique, temporal current 
able. growth, to derive.1JIN and A IN for E IN between 120 and 

Figure 6.3, which compares data discussed above for 200 X lO-z1 V mZ
• None ofthese early studies considered the 

D T I fL for a wider range of E IN, shows that the experimental influence of successive ion-molecule reactions initiated by 
_d~ta for D ·:d/!t are illgQQ9..J!8reemen~'Lh()J!j;tQ(W~rren an~d,---_t.h~ .. O-=-ionu:eleas.edjn.the.dissociativeattachmentprocess .. 
Parker arc recommended for E IN between 12 and Dutton noted that the attachment coefficient data. display 
30X 10-21 V m2; those of Rees for E IN between 30 and considerable dispersion, especially for E IN above 
150X 10-21 V m2. Above 150X 10-21 V m2, the data of 90X 10-21 V m2whereionization takes place, and points out 
Roznerski and Mechlinska-Drewko and of Lakshminara- that these data should be taken as approximate because of 
simha and co-workers form a consistent set and are recom- the uncertainties introduced by the curve-fitting procedures 
mended. typically used to obtain them. In contrast, several sets of data 

The data for DL/fL are shown in Fig. 6.4. For E IN on the electron growth constant for E IN between 90 and 
between 0.2 and 3X 10-21 V m2

, the data measured by Wag- 360X 10-21 V m" were in excellent agreement. No data on 
n.er agree with those calculated by Lowke and Parker and are the ionization coefficient were reported by Dutton. Several 
recommended. Above 30 X 10-21 V m2 the data measured studies of electron gain and loss processes have been report-
by Saelcc and co-workers and by Schlumbohm arc fairly cd since 1974, with ,the general intent of better defining the 
consistent and are reasonably fit by the calculations of attachment coefficient. 
Lowke and Parker. The measured data are recommended Alger and Rees,188 using a drift tube/quadrupole mass 
with an uncertainty of ± 20% for this region of E IN. Mea- spectrometer, measured the ion current ratio for the domi-

-surements-are-needed-to·establishD L/f.lforEINbetween3 nantnegativeionspecies .. present,C03·· .. andO=j-thetotal .. 
and 30X 10-21 V m2

• ion current, and the electron current growth curves as a 
Data calculated by Kucukarpaci and Lucas are lower function of gas density. These curves were simultaneously 

than those measured for DT/fL and higher than those mea- fitted using an extensive reaction scheme which assumed 
sured for DL/fL. For their common range of E IN, values of ionization, two-body dissociative attachment 
D L I fL calculated by these authors and by Lowke and Parker (e + C02~- + CO), detachment from 0-, and the reac-
are in reaSonable agreement. tion; 0- + 2C02 ...... C03 + CO2, These authors obtained 

c. Electron Gain and Loss Processes, CO2 

Dutton! compiled the data available prior to 1974 on 
the attachment coefficient and electron growth constant in 
carbon dioxide. 
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FIGURE 6.4. DL/P. in CO2 as a function of E IN. 

1JIN, for which they claim an uncertainty of ± 2%, and II. I 
N, for which they claim an uncertainty of ± 3%. Their anal
ysis showed detachment to be negligible, in agreement with 
earlier work (Moruzzi and Phelps, 172 Frommhold 127). 

Conti and Williams,189 in an extension of earlier 
work,l90 used steady-state techniques to extend measure
ments up to atmospheric gas density for the first time. Spa
tial current-growth curves were fitted assuming only ioniza
tion and attachment. The detachment is negligible is clearly 
established by work discussed below. The electron growth 
constant was found to be independent of N, confirming that 
the initial attachment process is a two-body, rather than a 
three-body, process. Their discussion indicates a large un
certainty in the values of 1J IN. 

In connection with investigations of CO2:N2:He laser 
mixtures, Davies191 also studied steady-state discharges in 
pure CO2 for EINbetween 76 and 99X 10-21 Vm2empha
sizing the region of AI N = O. The previously developed 
analysis technique ofDavies29 which gives accurate values of 
II. IN was applied to these measurements. The electron 
growth constant was reported with a maximum estimated 
uncertainty of ± 8% at the 10westE IN, butwithanestimat
ed uncertl,linty of ± 3% for higher E IN. Davies also report-
ed 1JIN and alN in this range of E IN and, at E IN 
= 82.0X 10-21 V m2forwhichll. = 0, obtainedalN and 1JIN 

claimed to be accurate to + 2%. 
Davies also presents the swarm coefficients calculated 
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by Lowke and Kline using cross sections for pure CO2 used 
earlier by Lowke and co-workers192 in calculations on laser 
mixtures. 

Teichandco-workers193measured A. IN forE IN down 
to 40X 10-21 V m2, and these data were taken from the Da
vies' paper. 

In studies of air-C02 mixtures using standard spatial 
current growth techniques, Moruzzi and Price156 reported 
1/IN in pure CO2 for a single value of E IN, i.e., 1JI 
N = U.3 X 10-22 m2 lor E IN = 106 X 10-21 V m2

• 

In connection with radial diffusion measurements dis
cussed in the previous section, Lakshminarasimha~ Lucas 
and Kontoleon iss cilum~ ·toh~~~ ~bt~~ values ;C-';/N i,~ 
a higher EIN range, 135 <EIN < 1600X 10-21 Vm2. As 
their analysis did not consider attachmeqt, it is assumed that 
A. IN was actually measured. 

Risbud and Naidu90 also used a modified Townsend 
method to measure alP and 1/IP in CO2, but gave no de
scription of the analysis used. to obtain these coefficiJmts. 

Sakai and co-workers194 extended previous Boltzmann 
equation calculations for CO2 laser mixtures by including 
the effects of electron concentration gradients and of elec
tron production and loss by ionization and allac;hment, as 
well as dissociation and dissociative ionization. They also 
calculated A IN in pure CO2. 

As a result oftheir Monte Carlo calculation, Kucukar
.p3.ci and Lucas~~.eported 1/1 N and.al..Nov.er..wide.ranges of
EIN, i.e., 1]IN for EINbetween30and 3000x 10-21 V m2 

and alN for E IN between 90 and 3000 X 10-21 V m2. 
Figure 6.5 compares the recent data for the attachment 

coefficient with some ofthe earlier data, i.e., 1JIN measured 
by Alger and Rees, 188 Conti and Williams, 189 Davies, 191 and 
MOfU.L:l..i i:l.lld PIke, w; and c;alculated by Davies,'!)1 Kucu
karpaci and Lucas,180 and Hake and Phelps.I03 The data of 
Risbud and Naidu,l90 which have been omitted for the sake 
of clarity, agree almost exactly with the earlier measurement 
of Bhatia and Craggs. 186 The early data Schiumbohm85 and 
Conti and Williamsl90 are lower, and similar to the recent 
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FIGURE 6.5. 'rfIN in CO2 as a function of E IN. 
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FIGURE 6.6. al N in CO2 as a function of E IN. 

data of Conti and Williams. the data ill the figure display as 
much dispersion as do the results of early work reported by 
Dutton1 over the entire range of E IN. The decrease with 
increasing E IN (between 120 and 150X 10-21 V m2

) of the 
Jiata of Alger and Rees.and.ofRisbud and Naidu-seemHery 
unlikely in view of available theoretical predictions. The re
sults of theory and other recent measurements suggest that 
these data are too high for E IN between 80 and lOOX 10-21 

V m2
• A good working set of data can thus be obtained by 

combining the experimental results of Davies with the theo
retical cwvt:: of Hakt:: ami Phelps. More measurements are 
needed, however, to clarify attachment in CO2• 

The values of alN measured by Alger and Rees/88 

Conti and Williams,189 Davies,191 Lakshminarasimha and 
co-workers, 185 and Risbud and Naidu90 are compared in Fig. 
6.6 with values calculated by Kucukarpaci and Lucas 180 and 
by Davies. The experimental data agrees to within about 
15%, and those of Davies are recommended for EINupto 
l00x 10-21 V m2

• Those of Conti and Williams and of 
Lakshminarasimha and co-workers are recommended for 
higher EIN. 

As mentioned above, earlier measured and calculated 
values of A IN are in good agreement. Figure 6.7 compares 
recent data with earlier work of Bhalla a.nd Craggs, 186 

Schiumbohm,85 and Hake and Phelps.I03 Those of Risbud 
and Naidu90 which lie below the other data for E IN below 
130 X 10-21 V m2 and rise more sharply than the other data 
for higher E IN are not included. Most of the data shown are 
in good agreement over the entire range of E IN. Those cal
culated by Hake and Phelps are consistent with recently 
measured data for low E IN and represent a reasonable ap
proximation to the measured data for E I Nbetween 100 and 
150X 10-21 V m2

• These data are, thus, recommended as 
giVing a consistent set over a relatively broad range of E IN. 

d. Excitation CoeffiCient, CO2 

Bulos and Phelps15 used a drift tube technique to mea
sure the coefficient for excitation of 4.3 pm radiation in CO2 . 
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FIGURE 6.8. E1N in CO2 at different temperatures as functions of E / N. All 
data were taken from Bulos and Phelps (Ref. 15). 

at 204 and 282 K and for E IN between 6 and lOOX 10-21 

V m2
• This radiation is identified with 001~ and 

011-010 transitions. Using a set of recommended cross sec
tions for excitation of the vibrational modes of CO2, these 
authors also calculated the excitation coefficients. The mea
sured and calculated data are in excellent agreement, as 
shown in Fig. 6.8. 

5.7. The Halogens and NF3 

Because the halogens and NF3 are heavily used in laser 
systems. the properties of free electrons in these gases are 
currently a topic of much interest. Because these gases are 
highly reactive, little experimental work on their swarm pro
perties has been carried out in the pure gases. The work that 
has been reported has been primarily with systems in which 
the halogen is buffered by a nonreactive, nonattaching gas. 
Usually the:: c::lt:ctroIll::gutive:: wUIJXIne::nt urihe:: rniAiun: ill l)U 

small that an electron energy distribution (and drift velocity) . 
equivalent to that of the pure buffer gas is assumed. 

a. Drift Velocity. Halogens 

The only data on electron drift velocities in the halogens 
are those reported by workers at the University of Sydney in 
the 1930's: for chlorine by V. A. Bailey and Healey195; for 
bromine by J. E. Bailey and co-workers 196; and for iodine by 
Healey. 197 These data were obtained from an extrapolation. 
of results obtained on mixtures; the analysis assumed the 
properties of components of the mixtures were unaffected by 
other. ~mnponents ... The results. obtained _ by this indirect 
method are of doubtful quality beeausc of the stated experi
mental circumstances: the gas density of the pure gas dimin
ished rapidly; in mixtures this gas density decrease was 
slowed; apparently the chlorine reacted with the silver sur-
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face from which electrons were produced by photoemission. 
In addition, interpretation of these measurements is ap
proximate (see Gilarclini, Ref. 4, Sec. 3.9.b). 

These drift velocities for chlorine, bromine and iodine 
are shown in Fig. 7.1. The reader is cautioned that these, the 
only available data, should be considered as approximate. 

b. (Diffusion Coefticient)/Moblllty, Halogens 

The only data re}Xlrtedfor Dip in the halogens are also 
from the Sydney group who used a combiued decLric- and 
magnetic-field technique. These authors reported kT' the 
Townsend energy factor, which is defined in Sec. 2. As dis
cusse<riiHliepreVlousiiedion, problems were encountered" 
concerning the handling of these reactive gases. In addition, 
the interpretation of data obtained by this technique is ap
proximate (see, e.g., Huxley and Crompton, Ref. 2, Sec. 
11.4.1, and Gilardini, Ref. 4, Sec. 3.9.B). Because no other 
data are available, however, values of DT/p obtained using 
kT and F = 1 (see Sec. 2 for discussion of F) for chlorine, 
bromine, Alld iodine:: re::poned in Refs. 195, 196, and 197, 
respectively, are given in Fig. 7.2. The user should keep in 
mind that these data represent, at best, an approximation. 

c. Electron Gain and Loss Processes, Halogens and NF3 

Nygaard and co-workers23 and Chantry24 have both re
centlyreviewed the attachment data for F2• Cl::!.. 12, ami NF" 

Because fluorine is highly reactive, all observations of 
dissociative attachment have been made in mixtures of a 
small amount of fluorine in a nonreactive buffer gas. For 
fluorine concentrations of 0.3% and below, the:: dectron en
ergy distribution of the pure buffer gas was typically as
sumed to determine the mean electron energy. 

Nygaard and co_workers198 mea..<mTt".d the two-body at
tachment coefficient for small amounts of fluorine (0.1 to 
1.0%) in helium by observation of voltage transients in a 
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FIGURE 7.3. 1JIN' for 1 % F2 in He as a function of E IN. N' refers to the 
fluorine gas density, while E IN refers to the specific mixture. 
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spatial drift tube, and 7JIN' was measured, whereN' is the. 
:fluorine density, as a function of E IN for the mixture. The 
data for 1 % F2 in helium, for which the authors claim an 
uncertainty of ± 12%, are shown in Fig. 7.3. In another 
paper,199 Nygaard and co-workers report electron drift ve 
locities measured in F2-He mixtures and determined that U 
increased with fluorine concentration. Nygaard, Brooks, 
and Hunter23 used drift velocities for 1 % F2 in helium to 
convert 7JIN' to the attachment rate coefficient for that spe
dfic mixture which they represent as a function oBhe mean 
electron energy for pure helium.23 An uncertainty of 
± 20% is stated for these data. __ _ 

.'. NighailZOO computed rate ~~ffi~i~~ts as a function of 
E IN for dissociative attachmentto Fz for a typical laser mix
ture of Ar-Kr-Fz in proportions of 0.945: 0.05:0.005 as a 
function of E IN for that specific mixture. Rate coefficients 
calculated for Fz in the vibrational ground state (v = 0) and 
in the first vibrational level (v = 1) using the theoretical cross 
sections of Ha1l201 are given in Fig. 7.4. The rate coefficient 
for dissociative attachment is greater for the vibrationally 
excited molecules than for the molecule in the vibrational 
ground state. The reader is cautioned that the E IN scale is 
expected to be different for a different m.iJl:ture. 

Chen and co-workers,202 using a mixture of less than 
0.25% ftuorine in nitrogen in an electron-bearn-sustained ' 
discharge, measured the discharge current dem:ity and, as
~ming.an..e1ectron..drii't..Ye1ocity.equivalent to that of pure 
N2, obtained the rate coeflicient for attachment to F2 as a 
function ofD I p. Chantrf4 replotted these data as a function 
of the mean energy, based on the experimental values of E IN 
supplied by Chen, and this representation of Chen's data is 
re}Xlrted below. 

Sides and co-workers,203 usllig 0.065% fluurine in ar
gon in a :flowing afterglow' system, measured the thermal 
rate for dissociative electron attachment in F 2 with two elec-
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FIGURE 7.4. k2 for a mixture of Ar-Kr-F2 in proportions 0.945: 0.05: 0.005. 
The v = 0 curve refers to attachment into the vibrational 
ground state; the v 1 curve, attachment into the first excited 
vibrational state. kt refers to attachment to F2• but E IN is 
appropriat .. to this specific mixture only. The data were taken 
frOin Nighan (Ref. 200). 
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tron sources, a microwave discharge for which the average 
electron temperature is estimated to be 600 Kand a filament 
source for which the temperature is estimated to be 350 K. 

Schneider and Brau204 obtained attachment rates by ob
serving the rate of decay of the current carried in glow dis
charges of nitrogen and argon due to the addition of small 
quantities (0.01 to 0.03%) of fluorine. The corresponding 
electron mean energies were computed from the measured 
value of E IN using a Boltzmann code. These data represent 
averages over several runs in which proportions of tluorine 
and total gas density were varied by more than a factor of 2 
and for which the sC2!tter :w~!ypi~yJ?~._ 

Using an electron-beam controlled discharge, Trainor 
and Jacob205 measured the attachment rate co~stant for 
0.13% F2 in N2 at atmospheric pressure, normalizing 
against the attachment rate for C12-N 2 mixtures measured by 
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FIGURE 7.5. k2 for F2 as a function of mean electron energy. Measurements 
were made in the following mixtures: Nygaard (Ref. 23), 1 % F2 

in He; Chen (Ref. 202), 0.25% F2 in Hc; Sides (Ref. 203), 
0.065% F2 in Ar; Schneider (Rcf. 204),0.01 - 0.03% F2 in Ar 
and 0.01 - 0.03% F2 in N2; Trainor (Ref. 205), 0.13% F2 in 
N2• The calculations of Mitchell (Ref. 207) were for mixtures of 
F. in He and N.: those of Hazi (R P.r ?OR) wp.rp. far mixtures of 
F2 in Ar and in N2• 
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FIGURE 7.6.1]/N' for 0.5% NF3 in He as a function of mean electron ener
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Rokni and co-workers206 using the same apparatus. The 
average electron energy \;un~punding to pure nitrogen was 
assumed. Measurements made at 300 and 500 K indicated 
an increase in the F2 attachment rate with temperature. 

. Chantry207 rnea!iluren dissociative attachment cross sec
tions-for-FTusing-electron beam-techniques.For-these.-cross 
sections and a Maxwellian energy distribution, Chantry cal
culated the attachment coefficient as a function of mean 
electron energy. Chantry also reported unpllblished rate co
efficients calculated by Mitchell and Kline. These were ob
tained by numerical solution of the Boltzmann equation for 
electron enelogy dilStributions. corresponding to small 
amounts of F2 in N2 and He, and are appropriate for com
parison to the data measured by Chen and co-workers and 
by Nygaard and co-workers. 

Recently, Hazi and co-workers208 reported ab initio cal
culations of the cross sections for dissociative attachment to 
F2 and from these calculated attachment rate coefficients for 
mixtures ofF2 in N2 and in Ar (although the exact percent
ages are not specified). 

The rate coefficients for two-body dissociative attach
. ment to F2 as a function of mean electron energy obtained by 
the work discussed in the previous paragraphs are compared 
in Fig. 7.5. In view of the scatterin these data, no recommen
dation concerning a preferred set OIll1 be made. 

Prior to 1970, no reports were published on attachment 
rates and cross sections in NF3• For a mixture of 0.5% NF3 
in He for N = 66 X 1022 m -3, Nygaard and co-workers23 re
ported 171 N I as a function of E IN (where N I is the NF3 gas 
density), obtained from observation of voltage transients in a 
spatial drift tube. Prepassivated conditions assured no gas 
density decrease due to loss ofNF3 to the walls. These data 
are given in Fig. 7.6. The reader is cautioned that although 
the attachment coefficient refers to the nitrogen trifluoride 
gas density, the reduced field strength refers to the specific 
mixture in which the measurements were made. To make 
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comparisons to the other avaiJable data, these must be con~ 
verted to rate coefficients. Nygaard has done this by assum~ 
ing drift velocities and mean energies appropriate to pure 
helium. 

Using the techniques described in the previous section, 
Trainor and Jacob205 measured the attachment rate coeffi
cient for 0.13% NF3 in Nz at atmospheric pressure as a func
tion of mean electron energy for pure N2. Measurements at 
300 and 500 K indicated an increase in the attachment rate 
with temperature. 

Chantry207 measured the attachment cross section for 
pure NF,J using electron beam techniques. and calculated the 
rate coefficients as a function of mean electron energy as~ 
sUIDing a Maxwellian distribution. 

The other measurements of the attachment rate coeffi
cients for NF3 are for thermal electrons. The earliest data 
were reported in 1972 by Mothes and co-workers209 who 
used a flowing afterglow system to obtain a rate at 300 K. 
Sides and Tieruan210 also used a flowing afterglow to mea
sure the attachment rate for NF3 buffered in argon at a den
sity of2.6X lOz2 m-3 at temperatures between 300 and 350 
K. Tn connection with their study of processes in KrF lasers, 
Shaw and Jones211 observed the decrease in electron density 
when NF3 was added to a helium or helium/argon flowing 
afterglow and determined an attachment rate for 300 K. 

These data, compared in Fig. 7.7, show wide dispersion, 
--and-no-recommendation--conceming-a preferred set canoe 
made. 

Tn chlorine, measurements in a pure ga.'1 are possible. 
Bozin and Goodyear212 obtained values of alN, 1]IN, and 
A. IN using standard spatial current growth techniques for 
gas densities between 3.3 and 33X 1022 m-3

• No gas density 
dependence of these coefficients was observed. 

7' 10 
(J) 

"E 

'" ~ 
.;:,:N 

A 
C 

OJ 1 :0 
Mean electron energy (eV) 

NF~ 

100 

FIGURE 7.7. k2 in NF, as a function of mean electron energy. The measure
ments were made in the following mixtures: Nygaard (Ref. 23), 
0.5% NF, in He; Trainor (Ref. 205), 0.13% NF, in N,; Sides 
(Ref. 210), Mothes (Ref. 209), and Shaw (Ref. 211), trace quan
tities ofNF3 in Ar, Ar, and He, respectively. 
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Thevaluesof17/N,aIN, and A. INinchlorinemeasured 
byBozin and Goodyear are given in Figs. 7.8. 7.9. and 7.10. 
respectively, and are recommended as a good estimate for 
pure chlorine. 
. Risbud and Naidu90 fit the values of the data of Bozin 
and Goodyear to analytic expressions for alN and 1]/N. 

A third measurement of 111 N, made by Bailey and Rea
ley195 shows a marked disagreement with the other two data 
sets. Bailey's data imply attachment in chlorine is negligible 
for E IN above 200 X 10-21 V m2. Bozin and Goodyear212 
give convincing arguments that attachment is, in fact, appre-

. ciableforE7'N:> 200 )('10-21 Ym2: Bailey's data are not in
cluded here. 

Rokni and co-workers206 measured the attachment rate 
for mixtures of Cl2 and N2 at 293 and 523 K using an elec
tron-beam-controlled discharge and found an increase in k2 
with temperature. The authors also used Boltzman techni-
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FIGURE 7.8. 11/Nin Cl2 and Br, as functions of E/N. 
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FIGURE 7.11. kz for Clz in Nz as functions of E/N. E/Nrefers to the mix
ture which is not specified. All data were taken from Rokni 
and co-workers (Ref. 2061. 

ques and attachment cross sections measured by Tam and 
Wong213 to calculate the attachment rate. These data are 
given in Fig. 7.11. The mixture ratio for these data is not 
specified. 

In pure bromine, 1]/N, a/N, and It /N have been mea
sured by Razzak and Goodyear:U5 using the Townsend cur
rent growth technique. No gas density dependence was ob
served for a/ N, but a small increase in 1]/ Nand a decrease in 
A. / N with increasing N were observed. The authors suggest 
that three-body, nondissociative attachment occurring si
multaneously with two-body dissociative attachment is the 
most likely explanation for these observations. These data 
are plotted with the corresponding coefficients for chlorine 

·.-Trub~ 1216) I 
• - Si.des (203) 
• - TraLnor 12171 

..-.. 
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Meon electron energy (eV) 

FIOURE 7.12. k2 in Brl as a function of mean electron energy. Measure
tnCnt3 were :made in the foUowing mixtur~. Trainor \Ref. 
217), 1% Brl in N2; Truby (Ref. 216) and Sides (Ref. 203), 
trace quantities ofF2 in He and Ar, respectively. 

in Figs. 7.8, 7.9, and 7.10, respectively, and are recommend
ed as a good estimate for pure bromine. 

Risbud.and Naidu~-fiUhedata-of-Razzak-and Good· .. 
year to an analytic expression for 1]/N. 

Rate constants for dissociative attachment to molecular 
bromine in very low concentration in buffer gases were ob
tained by three different investigations: Truby216 using mi
crowave techniques for trace amounts of bromine in helium 
obtained a value of 0.0082 X 10-16 m3 s -I ± 10% at 296 K. 
Sides and co-workers,203 using a small percentage of bro
mine in argon in a flowing afterglow system, measured the 
thermal rate for dIssociative electron attachment in Br 2 to be 
1.0 ± 0.09x to- 16 m3 S-I at 350 K. Trainor and Boness,217 
using less than 1 % bromine in nitrogen in an electron-beam
sustained discharge, measured the discharge current den
sity. Using the discharge current density in pure nitrogen 
and assuming an electron drift velocity equal to that in pure 
nitrogen, they obtained the rate constant for dissociative at~ 
lachweut in bromine as a function of average electron ener
gy. These rate coefficients, compared in Fig. 7.12, represent 
a reasonable approximation for a mean electron energy 
above 0.1 eV. 

Brooks and co-workers218 measured voltage transients 
in a temperature controlled drift tube containing 1% 12 in N2 
at a gas density of 165 X 1022 m -3 to obtain 1]/N' as a func
tionofEIN forE/Nupto40x 10 21 V m2 and attempera
tures between 308 and 383 K. These data, shown in Fig. 7.13, 
display a large attachment coefficient which increases with 
gas temperature. The latter effect is attributed to thermal 
population of vibration ally excited states. The reader is cau
tioned that although the attachment coefficient refers to the 
iodine gas density, the reduced field strength refers to the 
specific mixture in which the measurements were made. 
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FIGURE 7.13.11/ N' for 1 % 12 in N2 at dilferent temperatures as functions of 
E IN. Nt refers to thcI28MdcD:>ity, whilcE INi"applupri<1lt: 
only to this mixture. All data were taken from Brooks and co
workers (Ref. 218). 
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FlGURE7.14. k2 in 12 as a function of temperature. 

The early attachment data for 12 reported hy Hf'.J'Iley, 197 

obtained by the indirect method of mixtures, are in serious 
disagreement with the Brooks data and are not considered 
further here. 

Truby219 used microwave techniques to measure the at
tachment rate for thermal electrons as a function of gas tem
perature. Subsequently, Shipsey220 and Birtwistle and Mo
diilOS221 made theoretical analyses of the Truby data to 
determine the 12 potential curve. Truby's data and the best 
theoretical fit obtained by Sbipsey for a specific set of de
scriptive parameters are given in Fig. 7.14. 

5.S. Nitrogen Oxides 

There are three electronegative nitrogen oxides: NzO, 
nitrous oxide; NO, nitric oxide; and N02, nitrogen dioxide. 

J. Phys. Chern. Ref. Data, Vol. 12, No.1, 1983 

As discussed by Parkes25.222 and by Dutton and co
workers,223 a complex ion-molecule reaction scheme occurs 
when free electrons are introduced into N20. Dissociative 
attachment to N 20 forms the negative oxygen ion 0-, 
which in tum reacts with N20 to form NO and NO-. Al
though negative ion identity and detachment effects are im
portant at high E IN and high temperature in most gases, 
they are dominant whenever NO- is formed at laboratory 
temperatures due to its low electron affinity. Thus. although 
the swarm coefficients and rate coefficients for the various 
nitrogen oxides are discussed separately, in reality these 
.ll101ecules_ and theirJons~often .existas a mixture. Another· 
difficulty in the interpretation of observations in N02 is in
tJ;'oduced by the formation of the N20 4 dimer.224 

a. Drift VelocIty, N2 and NO 

Using standard drift tube techniques, Pack, Voshall, 
and Phelpsl64 measured the drift velocity for electrons in 
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FIGURE 8.1. W for electrons in N20 as a function of E IN. 
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FIGURE !1.2. W lor electrons in NO as a function of E IN. All data were taken 
from Parkes and Sugden (Ref. 225). 
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N20 gas at 195 and 300 K and for 0.1 <EIN <4.5X 10-21 

V m2. The values obtained were the same for both tempera
tures. Nielsen and Bradbury139 also applied sampling techni
ques to obtain drift velocities upto lOX 10-21 V m2. The 
results of these two measurements, shown in Fig. 8.1, are in 
good agreement. 

The drift velocity in NO was measured by Parkes and 
Sugden22S using a pulsed drift tube at gas densities between 
21 and 71 X 1022 m-3 and at 294 and 459 K. No observable 
dependence on temperature or gas density was apparent. 
These data, given in Fig. 8.2, are recommended. 

:Early measurements of the drift velocity in NzOby Bai~ 
ley and Rudd,226 in NO by B~~y ~d Somcrvi11c,2i7~d-ht 
both gases by Skinker and White228 used the indirect method 
of crossed electric and magnetic fields which gives the "mag
netic drift velocity" (see Dutton, Ref. 1, Sec. 3.1) and are not 
considered here. 

No data have been published for drift velocities in N02. 

b. (Diffusion Coefticlent)/Mobllity, N20, NO 

Two very early measurements of the ratio of diffusion to 
mobility in N 20 are the only ones available, those by Bai
lef26 and by Skinker and White.228 The presence of negative 
ions in the latter experiment seriously hindered the measure
ments, and the results will not be considered here. The Bai
ley measurements repon k n the Townsend energy factor 
oefine(:rinSec:~; . As discusseerbyGilardini (Ref.-4,S'ec. 
3.9.b), the interpretation ofthese measurements is approxi
mate. In view of the absence of other data. on D Tip in N,p, 
however, D TIlL was determined from k TUSing F = 1 and is 
given in Fig. 8.3. The user should treat these data as approxi
mate. 

In NO, Bailey and Somerville227 and Skinker and 
White228 also reported early measurements of k T' In this 
case, negative ions did not interfere as severely with Skinker 
and White's measurements as in N20, and their results agree 
fairly well with those of Bailey and Somerville. The same 
concerns, however, apply here as with regard to similar data 

• - 6oi.le. (226) 

3 
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) 

FIGURE 8.3.DT /p, in N 20 as a function of EIN. 

reported for the halogens and N20. Values of D TIlL obtained 
froin these data using F = 1, displayed in Fig. 8.4, give a 
rough approximation in the region of low E IN where no 
other values are available. 

Lakshminarasimha and Lucas 154 measured the radial 
distribution of the anode current for a steady-state swann of 
electrons in NO and, by varying the gap separation and gas 
density and applying previously developed techniques of 
analysis, obtained values of D TIlL for 300..;;E I 
N..;;1250X 10-21 V m2

• No discussion of negative-ion effects 
was included in this publication. These data are also given in 
Pig, &,1dmd are recomm~nded for high.E.LN. 

There are 110 published data foe D 1ft fOl N02 • 

c. Electron Gain and Loss Processes, Nitrogen Oxides 

~o 

As discussed by Parkes25.222 and Dutton and co
workers,223 a complex ion-molecular reaction scheme is as
sociated with electron attachment to N20. 

Bradbury and Tatel171 measured the attachment prob
ability in nitrous oxide, but did not antiCipate the complexity 
of the systems studied. 

Phelps and Voshall229 extended drift tube measure
ments to low E IN (0.25 X 10-21 V m2j and observed that 
below 2 X 10-Z1 V m Z, "lIN increased with gas density. This 
~effect-was interpreted as due·toa-thrOO'bodyattachment-pro
cess (e + 2NzO--l,N20- + N20) similar to that observed in 
oxygen for low electron energies. Parkes25 subsequently in
terpreted these observations using a complex ion-molecule 
reaction scheme in which dissociative attachment to N 20 
forms 0-, which reacts with NzO to form NO-; the NO
detaches in collisions with N20. Expressing the entire reac
tioil scheme analytically, Parkes obtains an effective attach
ment rate coefficient which is proportional to the square of 
the nitrous oxide density, i.e., an "apparent" three-body ef
fect. 

Above 2X 10-21 V m2, Phelps and Voshall observed a 
more typical two-body behavior of the attachment coeffi-

" 

10 • - eoUall (227) \ 
• - Ski.nker 12261 
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cient. The coefficients obtained were, however, much 
smaller than estimated from attachment cross sections mea
sured by beam techniques (Rapp and Briglia230

). Phelps and 
Voshall suggest a detachment process as a possible explana
tion for this discrepancy. 

For E IN above 3 X 10-21 V m2 Parkes222 also calculat
~ the two-body attachment coefficient for NzO as a fune
;ion of E IN using the measured cross sections of Rapp and 
Briglia.230 A Maxwellian distribution was assumed, and be
cause the true distribution function is expected to be some
what different, the calculated coefficients are probably in 

_ ~!1:2!. Howe}'~t:,_ a,s: .. sho~n in Fig. 8.5, thes.e~o.efficientS ate a 
factor of 10 larger than those measured. Parkes attribUtes 
the difference to t~e rapid detachment from NO-, a process 
which was not considered in the analysis of the measure
ments discussed above. 

At even higher EIN (150<E IN < 182X 10-21 V m2
) 

Dutton, Harris, and Hughes223 measured prebreakdown 
current growth curves and applied at complete ion-molecu
lar reaction scheme in their analysis including detachment 
from NO- for which a rate of 1.0 X 10-16 m3 S-1 was as
sumed. A strong dependence of A IN on N but a regular 
variation of A IN with E IN at a given N was reported by 
Dutton and co-workers. These authors obtained values of (XI 
Nby two separate methods: (1) from spatial current growth 
curves and (2) from analyses of the variation of it INwith N. 
These.data,.shownin-FigT..8.6,-spana·narrow range of E IN. 

Measurements extending to low E IN are needed. 

NO 

The attachment of electrons to nitric oxide at low elec
troil energies cannot be depicted as a simple two-body disso
ciative attachment. Three-body attachment has been found 
to be the dominant attachment process at low E IN. The 
electron affinity of NO is very low and detachment is a major 
complementary effect (McFarland and co-workers233

). A 
complex set of gas density-dependent ion-molecule reactions 
also accompany these processes (Parkes25

). A temperature
dependent shift in the balance of reactions and, hence, con-
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FIGURE 8.5. 77/ N in N 20 as a function of E / N. 
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stituents in the system results in a modification of detach
ment. 

The earliest observations of attachment in nitrogen ox
ide were those ofBradbury232 who measured the attachment 
probability. Lakshminarasimha and Lucas,154 using spatial 
current growth techniques, measured the electron growth 
constant in nitric oxide for 50<E IN < 1200 X 10-21 V m2. 
The latter data are given in Fig. 8.7. 

Parkes and Sugden225 used drift tube techniques to 
measure the three-body attachment coefficient in NO at 293. 
341, and 493 K and at various gas densities. At 293 and 361 
K, the ratio of attachment coefficient to gas density squared 
was independent of gas density and these data are shown-in 
Fig. 8.8. However, at bigher temperatures, a gas density de
pendence was observed, indicating the occurrence of detach
ment. 

5.9. Miscellaneous Gases 
a. Hydrogen Halides 

In 1930. Bailey and Duncanson 162 reported the drift 
velocity and attachment coefficient for HC!, which they de
tennined using the magnetic and electric field technique. 
The interpretation of data obtained by this technique is ap
prOximate (see (jiJardini, Ref. 4, Sec. 3.9.b). Bailey and 
Higgs234 reported k T. the Townsend energy factor. As dis
cussed above, similar data for other gases have been found to 
be unreliable. These data will not be considered further here, 
because recent, more'creaible data are now available."" 

Bradburf32 reported the probability of electron attach
ment for HCI diluted in argon, but did not give the mixture 
ratio and stressed that these data are not appropriate for the 
pure gas. 

Christophorou and co-workers235 measured attach
ment rates in dilute mixtures ofthe hydrogen halides (HCI, 
HBr, and HI) and their deuterated analogs in N2 for E IN 
between 0.1 and 5 X 10-21 V m2. The explanation for the low 
energy behavior of these attachment rates (a minimum and 
an increase in k2 as E IN approaches zero) is speculative 
(Refs. 235 and 3, pp. 460--461). The thennal attachment rate 
for small quantities ofHCl in N2 measured by Davis and co
workers236 is two orders of magnitude smaller than that pre
dicted from the measurements of Christophorou and co
workers, a result which is consistent with the Bradbury 
measurements.232 However, Sze and Greene237 reported an 
attachment coefficient measured for trace quantities ofHCI 
in N2 for mean electron energies between 0.7 and 1.2 eVof 
approximately 4.5 X 10- I'; ill ~ ::; - '. Thi.8 result, obtained 
from afterglow measurements, is consistent with that of 
Christophorou. For HBr, the thermal attachment rate re
ported hy Mothf'.S209 ofO,9tlX 10-16 m3 S-I is two orders 01 
magnitude smaller than that predicted by the Christophorou 
measurements. The attachment rates reported by Christo
phorou and co-workers235 for HCI, HBr, and HI are shown 
in Fig. 9.1. In view of the controversy surrounding the data 
for E IN below 1 X 10-21 V m2, these are excluded. 

Davies238 has reported measurements of swann data in 
pure HCI in which a pulsed drift tube was used. An uncer
tainty of ± 5% was estimated for E IN between 3 and 
300 X 10-21 V m2

• The data for Wand 7JIN, subsequently 
published by Chantry,24 are shown in FiSS' 9.2 and 9.3. 
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Trainor and Boness,217 using an electron-bearn-sus
tained discharge, measured the rate of dissociative attach
ment for less than 1% HBr in nitrogen. The electron drift 
velocity for pure nitrogen was assumed, and the attachment 
rate was reported as a function of the mean electron energy. 
Trainor and Boness also calculated the attachment rate con
staut fUI HBr Wlliuming an energy distribution function for 
pure nitrogen and attachment cross sections for HBr mea
sured by Ziesel and co-workers.239 The measured and calcu
lated data are shown in Fig. 9.4. 

b.Ammonia 

A few measurements of the transport and swarm pro
perties of NH3 have been reported. As discussed in the pre-
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FIGURE 9.4. k2 for HBr as a function of mean electron energy. The data 
were taken from Trainor and Jacob (Ref. 217). 
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vious section, measurements by Bailey and co
workersI62.24o.234 are of doubtful quality and are not 
considered further here. 

In 1937, Nielsen and Bradbury139 reported measured 
drift velocities obtained with sampling techniques for E IN 
between 0 and 50X 10-21 V m2. Subsequently, Pack, Vo
shall, and Phelps164 used sampling techniques to measure 
the drift velocity at three temperatures (195, 300, and 381 K) 
for EINbetween 0.03 and 60XlO-21 Vm2, Spontaneous 
dissociation of ammonia with time, which would influence 
the drift velocity, was avoided in these measurements. The 
measured drift velocity mcreased with temperature. The 
data of Bradbury and Nielsen·and of Peak and ·co-workers . 
for 300 K are in good agreement over their common range of 
E IN, as shown in Fig. 9.5. 

In 1934, Bradbury232 measured the probability of at
tachment for ammonia and interpreted his observations as 
due to a two-body dissociative process. Parr and Moruzzj173 
used a pulsed Townsend discharge to measure A. IN in am
monia for E IN between 0 and 90X 10-21 V m2 and for gas 
densities between 8 and 67 X 1022 m - 3. They observed a 
threshold for attachment at E IN = 27 X 10-21 V m2• 

Risbud and Naidul75 used a pulsed discharge to mea
sure al N and A. IN in ammonia for E IN between 60 and 
120X 10-21 V m2. These values for alN, shown in Fig. 9.6, 
are the only data available. Figure 9.7 shows data for A. IN 
measured by Parr and Moruzzi and by Risbud and Naidu, 
wmch"ate·ihserious disagieemeiiIIftlie attac:hID.ent proba
bilities measured by Bradbury are converted to swarm coef
ficients, their values arc approximately a factor of 10 below 
the Parr and Moruzzi data (see Ref. 173). 

c. Sulphur Dioxide 

No measurements of the drift velocity in S02 have been 
reported, In 1934, Bradbury and Tatel171 reported the first 
measurements of dissociative attachinent. Significant at
tachment was observed for E IN above 18XIO-21 V m2, 

Moruzzi and Lakdawala241 used pulsed Townsend 
techniques to measure the attachment coefficient for E IN 
between 3 and 240X 10-21 V m 2 and densities between 1.7 
and lOx l022 m -3. They i.nterpret thell'oh!'.ervatiom.ac-.due 
to three-body, pressure-dependent attachment for E IN be
low about 40X 10-21 V m2 and to two-body dissociative at
tachment for higher E IN. The data for the two body region 
are shown in Fig. 9.8. 

Schlumbohm85 analyzed avalanche current growth 
curves to determine the ionization coefficient in S02 for high 
E IN (300 to 370X 10-21 V m2l, and these data are shown in 
Fig. 9.9. He also observed a density dependence in the at
tachment coefficient for Nbetween 160 and 800 X 1022 m-3 

which he interpreted as due to a three-body process. 
Rademacher and co-workers242 measured attachment 

rates for trace quantities of S02 in various nonattacbing 
"buffer" gases using the techniques of the Oak Ridge group 
discussed in Sec. 5.2 above. These measurements were made 
at high buffer gas densities and over wide ranges of densities. 
The attachment rate displayed a strong dependence on buff
er gas density. 
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d. Other Galllf!R 

Stockdale and co-workers243 studied attachment pro
cesses in BF3 and BCl3 using both electron swarm and beam' 
techniques. Davies244 measured a/N ani! A. IN in BF3. 

6. Summary 
In summary, this article presents data on the transport 

coefficients and swarm coefficients for the electronegative 
gases: SF6• the halogenated hydrocarbons, 02' air, H20, 
CO2, the halogens and NF'I' the nitrogen oxides. the hydro
gen halides, and NH3 • The amount of effort which has been 
devoted to obtaining data, as well as the quality of these data, 
for these various gases is extremely uneven. In many cases, 
no more than one or two measurements have been reported 
and these, over a limited energy range. In other cases, many 
measurements have been made, often by different methods, 
but in spite of a large quantity of reported data, controversy 
exists concerning the reliability and interpretation of the var
ious measurements and there is significant scatter in the re
sults. Often, in these cases, the swarm coefficients are known 
only to within an order of magnitude. 

The drift velocities are reasonably well established with 
the exceptions of SF 6' the halogenated hydrocarbons, the 
halogens, and some of the miscellaneous gases. The ratio 
DTlp is known for some cases: O2 for EIN above 
lOOx 10-21 V m2, H20 for E IN above 80x 10-21 V m2

, air, 
and CO2, The only measun::mcn!s fOl- DL/fI- reported for 
these gases are for H 20 for E IN up to SOX 10-21 V m2 and 
for CO2 for low E IN and high E IN. 

For the description of electron gain and loss processes, 
data on the ionization coefficient are available and consistent 
for most of these gases; the exceptions are F2, NF3, 12, the 
nitrogen oxides, and HBr. The same is true of the electron 
growth constant. The data on the attachment coefficient are, 
however, subject to significant scatter in all cases where 
more than one measurement has been reported. In no case is 
this coefficil;uL c:stctblil:lhed t.o better than ± 20%. 

J. Phys. Chern. Ref. Data, Vol. 12, No.1, 1983 
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The gases considered in this article are typically charac
terized by complex reaction schemes and, where possible, 
experimental work in these gases must be monitored by mass 
spectral analysis and a complete reaction scheme incorpo
rated in the analysis of the data to obtain reliable results. In 
spite of much past effort, more work is clearly needed to 
obtain a complete set of reliable .swarm data for many of 
these gases. Cases which are outstanding candidates are the 
following: in SF6, "lIN, alN, AIN for E IN < 300 and 
> 600 X 10~21 V m 2 and 8 IN at allE IN;iuO:i, 71lNand{j I 
Nj in CO2, DL/ti for E IN between 3 and 30X 1O~21 V m2 

and, especially, "lIN; in H 20, "lIN and alN, and DTlp for 
BIN <60XlO-21 V·rri2:-~· 
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